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Introduction 
 

Pursuant to the Law on Non-Governmental Organizations, No. (1) of 2011, the Right to 
Information Act in the Kurdistan Region, No. (11) of (2013) and Resolution No. (5) of 2013 
of the Kurdistan Parliament on (Joint Pact) And Development between Public Authorities and 
Non-Governmental Organizations in the Kurdistan Region), the Pai Institute for Education 
and Development, at the beginning of the fourth term of the Pai (Mersad Pai) approach, one 
of the goals of which is to work on creating transparency and transparency in the parliament. , 
In addition to this purpose Pressure on political parties, the presidency, and members of 
parliament is another part of the goal of working with its partners in civil society. 

The project, in collaboration with the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) in the 
United States, has published (13) reports in Kurdish (Arabic, English, English) on the fourth 
and second (2) reports on the fifth term, in addition to the publication of the quarterly report, 
the official website of the page, The Parliament's Daily Statement, the latest work, is a 
meeting of a number of organizations, experts and civil society activists around a network, 
with the aim of working and putting more pressure on a strong parliament. 

According to Law No. (1) of 1992 on the Election of the Kurdistan Parliament and the 
Internal Rules of Parliament, the parliament in the region "exercises the highest legislative 
and supervisory authority, the political and legal authority, which is enshrined in all 
applicable laws and regulations." We think that for the sake of the coming of a parliament that 
can pass good laws and have a strong watch over the institutions of executive power, it can 
play its role in democratizing the foundations of democracy and achieving balance between 
China and its layers. In the community. 

Pai wants to convey the letter to the electorate of power, who will make every effort to 
strengthen the region's highest institutions, and any further efforts to bypass the parliament 
will have a detrimental effect on the way the government is governed and the relationship 
between the people and the people. 

 
 

PAY Institute for Education and Development 
March 2020 
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Autumn course summary 
 
According to the internal rules of the parliament, the term of the legislature is four months 

and two months off, due to discussions on the draft law on pensions, salaries and allowances 
and several other duties, the term of the term has been extended for one month, from 
(1/9/2019 to 31/9/2019). 1/2020) was. 

 
 Legislation: 

During the autumn season, 18 sittings were held, but when the website of the Kurdistan 
Parliament published the names of the absent (unlicensed and unlicensed) parliamentarians, it 
considered the sittings of the parliamentary session to be (17) and did not count the opening 
of the autumn session. 

According to Article (51) of the Internal Rules, two days a week (Tuesday, Saturday) are 
set aside for parliamentary sessions, which means that the parliament has to hold (40) sessions 
during that period, but the parliamentary presidency does not hold sessions to prevent the 
committees from reporting on them. Legislative proposals have been directed, but according 
to Article (37) of the internal rules, the presidency can change those committees, the question 
is why the presidency did not take these measures? While the Speaker and the Deputy 
Speaker have repeatedly stated in the sittings of the Parliament that the Committee has not 
written a 90-day proposal on the side of the law, it has not written a report on it, in accordance 
with the third paragraph of Article (19) of the Internal Rules, overseeing and monitoring the 
work of the committees and submitting their reports. 

1-1: Incomplete implementation of autumn season plans ..?! 
At the opening day of the autumn term (1/9/2019), the Speaker and the heads of the 

factions declared (127) points as the work of the previous (autumn) term of the autumn term, 
but in this course the first reading for (22) proposals and bills was made, ( 4) The law and (2) 
resolutions were approved, of which (127) points, (103) of which were in the forefront of the 
constituent factions of the government, among the most important common points among 
them were: (Activation of the Constitutional Committee, bringing the (2020) budget to 
Parliament, Return of wage savings by law, regulation of border gates, disposal of income 
sources, d. Social and health inequalities, the fate of contract workers, the establishment of the 
first universities, the amendment of the Investment Law, the Retirement Law of the Internal 
Security Forces), but none of these points were applicable to the law and the decision and the 
Constitutional Committee did not apply (except Article 13). In the section on the final rulings 
of the Reform Act, which is contained in Article 1, it states: “The Ministry of Finance, within 
the framework of regulating the banking sector of the region and by electronic banking 
services, will set up a special account for each payer and beneficiary of the general budget, for 
the purpose of providing The (protection) of all financial liabilities is also covered by the 
unpaid financial liabilities, ”the second paragraph states: How to open the account and take 
advantage of the salary and benefits of the account, in accordance with the financial 
guidelines set forth by the Ministry of Finance and Economy. It is unknown at this time what 
he will do after leaving the post. The content of the report is based on the priorities of all 
parties, and the level of their work in the autumn term is indicated. The appendix contains the 
statements of the Speaker and the Speaker of the Factions. (1) 

 

                                                 
(1)-For a comparison between the speeches and actions of the Speaker of the Parliament and the 

factions, see the text of the speech of the Speaker and the Speaker of the Factions, in Appendix No. 
(1) of this report. 
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The status of the Permanent Parliamentary Committees: 
   The work of the Permanent Committees is a major pillar of the legislative process and 

oversight of the institutions, during which time the Speaker and members of Parliament have 
been very critical of the work of the Committees, especially in writing reports on the proposed 
legislation, in their parliamentary sessions. And the members have been informed of the 
violations of the rules by the Standing Committees, with a special contribution and instead the 
duties of the Standing Committees are set out in the appendix. 

  In both parliamentary sessions (53) proposals and bills have been submitted to the 
committees, but according to the news on the official website of the parliament, only (24) 
reports have been written, (10) members or a faction, according to Article (36) of the Internal 
Rules, can follow through. The presence of (45) forty-five days, on directing a draft to the 
Special Committee, would require clarification on the draft from the Committee, but writing 
(24) a report on the proposed legislation is contrary to the statement of the Leader of the 
Factions and directing all of the proposed proposals to the Legislature. First , Because their 
members are on the committees and can carry out their duties, at the same time proving that 
the Speaker of the Parliament has a greater number of written reports on the proposed 
legislation both to convene a parliamentary session and to pass more laws. 

 Pursuant to Article (41) of the Constitution, it is the duty of the committees to monitor the 
level of implementation of the rules, but if we take a few laws, for example, it appears to us 
that the committees have not fulfilled their duties, for example: (Kurdistan Press Law No. 35 
(2007)) During the autumn, there are several cases of journalists who have not been dealt with 
and imprisoned under this law, or who violate Law No. (1) of 2011 on non-governmental 
organizations, and the Ministry of Finance is now dealing with corporations in violation of the 
law.No. (5) of the year (2013) of the Right to Information and Implementation of the 
Kurdistan Parliament itself and the issuance of instructions by the Council of Ministers, these 
and several other laws that the functions of the committees and parliamentarians follow and 
pressure to implement. 

The parliament has set a poor example in the formation of committees of inquiry, one of 
which is, after the death of a union peshmerga in Erbil security (2) and the dissatisfaction of 
union officials and parliamentarians with the so-called drowning, a sub-committee between 
the 30-member committee, the peshmerga committee and (2020) issued a statement stating: 
“We support the Public Security Declaration and no point has been made that would be 
contrary to the declared Security. 

The statement also sparked tensions between the speaker and the deputy chairman and 
members of the committees, and several comments were made,(3) which resulted in the 

                                                 
(2)-On (14/1/2020) Erbil security, a peshmerga named (Majid Ibrahim Haruti), who was in charge of the 1st 
Brigade of the Kosrat Rasool Forces, was going to his house, after two days his family was told to go and get his 
body from a forensic doctor in Erbil. And his family said they would take his body to a forensic doctor in 
Sulaymaniyah to ascertain the cause of his death. 
(3)-The Speaker of the Parliament said in a statement: "After a statement was issued today in the name of the 
parliamentary committee following the case (Majid Ibrahim), we hereby declare that no signed and official 
report has been submitted to the Board of Trustees," the Speaker said in a statement. Conclude the report. At the 
same time, the parliamentary website has been used to dissuade public opinion as the investigation into the case 
is still ongoing and it is not the job of the parliamentary committee to speak unanimously. Therefore, once again, 
we will not allow the official website of the Kurdistan Parliament, which only publishes reports on the official 
views of the parliament and the activities of the parliamentary committees, to be used for any other purpose, and 
we will closely monitor and direct the work of the parliament. 
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closure of the case and the dismissal of the deputy speaker of the Kurdistan Parliament at the 
official moment of the parliamentary session, as the parliamentary speaker's statement came 
in the morning. 

Regarding the attendance of the members, the Speaker said: "The absence of members 
from the sittings of the Parliament and the meetings of the Committees has become apparent, 
and at the end of the month (12/2019) the official website of the Parliament published a 
number of absences, including the contents of the report." Sittings of Parliament and meetings 
of committees. 
3- Institutional Monitoring status; 

Regarding the task of overseeing the implementation institutions, MPs have asked more 
than (264) questions to the government in this session. The Speaker of the Parliament stated 
in the sitting No. (8) On (04/12/2019) " (150) questions have passed the legal deadline of 
answering which is (21) days. More questions have been asked, but instead of telling our 
members the government will not answer us, article (70) authorizes the member to proceed to 
the questioning stage, in addition, we have instructed the Secretary of Parliament and sent a 
letter of emphasis to the government.'' At the opening of the spring term, the Speaker said; 
“Once again we don’t allow follow-up points on your questions, we urge you to take follow-
up measures". The remarks of the Speaker prove that Parliamentarians have ignored part of 
the internal rules regarding the monitoring process, which is questioning stage. In this session, 
questions were only asked to the finance minister, but he did not go to parliament.  

                                                                                                                                                         
The deputy speaker of parliament later announced: '' The latest in a series of articles related to the case of Majid 
Ibrahim Haruti, the Peshmerga Committee of the Kurdistan Parliament and the Committee on Social Affairs 
informed the Speaker of the Parliament that a sub-committee would be formed to investigate the case. Pursuant 
to Article 19 (3), the task of overseeing and pursuing the Kurdistan Permanent Committees is the power of the 
Deputy Speaker.We have repeatedly called for the work of the committee, and its members have been informed 
that their work is going well, and that the public security officials are very cooperative and co-ordinate, and have 
provided all the explanations, and have visited the venues and the forensic clinics and Shaqlawa security. 
Apparently today, January 30, both sub-committees met to discuss the preparation of their latest work report and 
to raise it for the presidency of the parliament. And by the chairman of the Social Affairs Committee and the 
members of the committee, they warned us that their report would be completed next week. Inside the meeting, 
they stated that they would give a summary of the news as a result of their visit and follow up on the case of 
public security in Erbil, to the official website of the Kurdistan Parliament, and we did not hesitate. The Standing 
Committee and its sub-committees, in terms of meetings and activities, have the power of the committees to 
publish their activity reports and even their committee's announcements on the parliament's website. We 
announce to the public that the Kurdistan Parliament has not set up a special committee of inquiry because this 
article should be created in accordance with the internal provisions of Article 43 of the first paragraph at the 
request of 1/4 of the members or the Speaker and be created with the consent and vote of the members of the 
Kurdistan Parliament. The writings of the sub-committees were the result of the work of the committees and 
there was no contradiction in the work of the committees. And I would like to clarify that, unfortunately, from 
the very beginning, there have been different comments on the case and accusations of public safety and the 
KDP's assassination of Majid Ibrahim, And the efforts to win the case, by making it both partisanship and 
politicization, were a bad start in pursuing the facts. 
(3) Later (Osman Sederi) from the Union faction, the chairman of the Committee to Investigate the Death of 
Majid Haruti, said; the announcement that was made in the name of the Kurdistan Parliament, Neither as the 
chairman of the committee, nor as Mr. Rizgar of the Change faction, nor of Mr. Zakri of the PUK faction, have 
we been notified in any way, several other members of the committee from KDP faction have issued the 
statement without our knowledge, and we are not with that announcement. This situation that is highlighted here 
is the work of the judiciary, especially when no final decision has been made. But when the committee was 
formed it had to do things in a way that was in line with the glory of the institution, But the existence of a 
partisan influence on the affairs of the committee led to a dispute between the Speaker and the Deputy Speaker 
and the members of the Committee, and as a result they were unable to show the truth of the matter. 
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"Parliamentarians have ignored part of the internal rules regarding the monitoring 
process, which is questioning stage"  

In order to highlight the questions of the members that have been directed to the 
government and the members themselves have raised the issue in the media, including:  

1-Taking money in twenty-one different ways from the border gates and entering (old and 
unoccupied vehicles, carriages and expensive cars, milk and liver and several types of expired 
food, taking out metal minerals and importing several types of banned products such as eggs 
and Doug, Etc.), but this could not be prevented. 

2- Several questions and epistles have been sent to the government about oil and domestic 
revenues and spending methods, but they have not been answered. 

3-Pursue on the household water standard, the problem still remains the same. 
4- The non-distribution of white oil to the citizens, while the government has provided two 

refineries to the private sector, but they do not supply white oil domestically. 
5- Disclosure of Corruption in the High Council of Women. As a result, in February 2020, 

the chairman of the council was removed, and it is unknown if her removal was related to the 
case or not? Are there any other legal measures taken on the corruption case?  

6- Pursue on the online transaction system in the Regional Judicial Offices, as a result, the 
Erbil Administrative Court has decided of cancellation of the contracts that had been made 
with the companies. But to date that decision has not been implemented by the Ministry of 
Justice. 

There are several other tasks that the presidency and the majority of parliamentarians and 
factions have been able to follow and have not done, such as: Article (66) Section (1) states: 
(10) Members may, upon request, submit a request to the Presidency for a general discussion. 
In this session, apart from the question of the financial merits of the farmers and the arrival of 
Regional Government Negotiation Delegation with the Center, no other application has been 
made to the agenda, or Article (68 to 71) which deals with the questioning, or Article (I and 
II) of Article (98), deals with the general budget, Or as provided in Article (16) of Section (7), 
the Parliamentary Accounting Directorate shall, at the end of each financial year, submit the 
final accounts and the operating systems to the Presidency for approval and refer them to the 
Finance and Economic Affairs Committee. In order to review and submit a report to the 
Parliament, but this task has not been carried out. While information has been circulating in 
the media that the Kurdistan Parliament is indebted and the property of the parliament has 
been sold for a number of purposes, because a lot of wasting has been done in the 
parliamentary budget.                        
Under the internal rules of parliament, there are several articles that the government is 
obliged to abide by, but according to the Speaker of the Parliament and members, they 
have the least commitment.  

Under the internal rules of parliament, there are several articles that the government is 
obliged to abide by, but according to the Speaker of the Parliament and members, they have 
the least commitment, for example; Article (60) Clause (3), the party to whom the question is 
directed shall answer the question within (7) seven days, in any case, the answer to the 
question shall not be delayed by more than (21) twenty-one days. Article (66) section (1), (10) 
of the Ten Members, may, make a request for the submission of a general matter, for 
discussion, within a period not exceeding (14) fourteen days, under no circumstances should 
their attendance exceed (21) days. Article (70) section (2) states that the person to be 
questioned must on the day the question was received, answer within fourteen (14) days, the 
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MPs' remarks made at the sittings were evidence that the government had adhered to these 
points least of the times.  
 
4-Budget question and final account 

Article (98) of the first clause states that at the beginning of October every year, the 
Council of Ministers must submit the estimated budget to Parliament, but it has not been 
done. According to the second clause of the same article, it is necessary for the Council of 
Ministers to send the final count of the previous year to the Parliament at the end of April of 
each year, this has not been done and this is the (7) years (2014-2020) the budget and the (9) 
years (2011-2019)the final count have not gone to Parliament. 

 If the reason for not sending the budget (2020) is the lack of budget approval in Baghdad, 
then what is the reason for the government not sending the final figures of previous years to 
the parliament, so that the representatives of the people and the public will know how much 
the budget was in previous years and how it was spent?  
 

Sessions of the Parliament (01/09/2019 - 29/02/2020) 
Table No. (1) 

note The duration 
of the 

session 

Number of 
work session 

Number of 
sessions 

Session Day Invite Day NO 

 1:30 4 Course 
Opening 

01/09/2019 28/08/2019 1 

 2:00 3 1 17/09/2019 15/09/2019 2 
 5:00 2 2 25/09/2019 23/09/2019 3 
 2:00 1 3 29/09/2019 27/09/2019 4 
 1:30 1 4 15/10/2019 13/10/2019 5 

* Minister of 
Municipalities and 
Regional Minister 
for Parliamentary 

Affairs were 
present. 

3:00 2 5 23/10/2019 21/10/2019 6 

 1:30 2 6 30/10/2019 28/10/2019 7 
 1:30 3 7 13/11/2019 11/11/2019 8 

* The Minister of 
Commerce was 

present. 

5:00 4 8 04/12/2019 02/12/2019 9 

* The Ministers of 
Education, 

Electricity, and 
Regional Minister 
for Parliamentary 

Affairs were 
present, but the 

Minister of 
Commerce was not 
present, he had to 

be there.  

5:00 3 9 10/12/2019 08/12/2019 10 

* The Minister of 
Health was present. 

* The second 
reading session of 

4:00 3 10 16/12/2019 12/12/2019 11 
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the Drugs Bill, the 
session was closed. 

 5:00 1 11 18/12/2019 16/12/2019 12 
* The Minister of 

State for Structural 
Affairs was 

present. 

1:00 4 12 24/12/2019 22/12/2019 13 

* Live broadcasts 
of the 

parliamentary 
session on the bill 
on drugs (drugs 

and mental cartels) 
were suspended. 

* Ministers 
(Finance, Interior, 

Peshmerga, Region 
for Parliamentary 
Affairs, Chairman 
of the Council of 

Ministers, 
Secretary of the 

Council of 
Ministers) were 

present. 

11:00 3 13 12/01/2020 09/01/2020 14 

* Ministers 
(Finance, Region 
for Parliamentary 
Affairs, Chairman 
of the Council of 

Ministers, 
Secretary of the 

Council of 
Ministers) were 

present. 

11:00 1 14 13/01/2020 12/01/2020 15 

 2:30 1 15 16/01/2020 14/01/2020 16 
* The session was 
secretly held by a 

vote of 73 
members. 

3:30 2 16 23/01/2020 21/01/2020 17 

* Ministers of 
Agriculture and 
Commerce were 

present. 

3:00 3 17 30/01/2020 28/01/2020 18 

 69:00 43 18 Total 
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Names of the proposals and the law projects for which the first reading 
Was conducted 
Table No. (2) 

 
NO. Law project's name First reading Second reading Provided by Committees 

refered to 
1 The first internal procedure of the 

Kurdistan-Iraq Parliament. 
Session No. (1) on 
(17/09/2019) 

Session No. (2) on 
(25/09/2019) 

Members of 
(Democratic Party,  
Patriotic Union of 
Kurdistan, Gorran, 
The National Union 
Alliance, Turkmen 
Development Party) 

* Legal affairs 
 

2 Proposals law of (Application and 
Amendment to the Oil and Gas 
Trafficking Prevention Act No. 
(41) of 2008). 

Session No. (1) on 
(17/09/2019) 

 Patriotic Union of 
Kurdistan  

* Legal affairs 
* Energy and 
natural resources 

3 Proposals law of (Amendments to 
the Federal Law on the Protection 
of Iraqi Products No. (11) of 2010 
amended). 

Session No. (1) on 
(17/09/2019) 

 Patriotic Union of 
Kurdistan  

* Legal affairs 
*Agriculture and 
Irrigation 
* Energy and 
natural resources 

4 Proposals law of (organization 
and unification of the 
greengrocer). 

Session No. (1) on 
(17/09/2019) 

 Patriotic Union of 
Kurdistan  

* Legal affairs 
*Agriculture and 
Irrigation 

5 Proposals of (Applications of 
Federal Law on Electronic 
Signatures and Electronic 
Transactions). 

Session No. (1) on 
(17/09/2019) 

 Patriotic Union of 
Kurdistan  

* Legal affairs 

6 Proposals of (Using and 
Amendments to the Anti-
Trafficking and Prohibition Act 
for Exchange in Domestic 
Markets No. (18) of 2008). 

Session No. (1) on 
(17/09/2019) 

 Patriotic Union of 
Kurdistan  

* Legal affairs 
* Peshmerga and 
local 
(In case of 
separation of 
committees, it takes 
the direction of the 
local committe). 

7 Proposals of (Application and 
Amendment to the Law on the 
Import and Sale of Petroleum 
Products No. (9) of 2006) 

Session No. (1) on 
(17/09/2019) 

 Patriotic Union of 
Kurdistan  

* Legal affairs 
* Energy and 
natural resources 

8  Proposals of the Quality 
Assurance Agency Act 

Session No. (5) on 
(23/10/2019) 

 Members of(Gorran, 
Kurdistan Islamic 
Group, Kurdistan 
Islamic Union, New 
Generation) 

* Legal affairs 
* Finance 
Committee 
* Energy and 
natural resources 
* Health and the 
environment 

9 Proposals of the Public 
Prosecution Act 

Session No. (5) on 
(23/10/2019) 

 Members of 
(Patriotic Union of 
Kurdistan, Gorran, 
Kurdistan Islamic 
Group, Kurdistan 
Islamic Union, New 
Generation) 

* Legal affairs 

10 Proposals of the Law on the 
Rights and Privileges of Persons 
with Disabilities 

Session No. (5) on 
(23/10/2019) 

 Members of 
(Gorran, Kurdistan 
Islamic Group, 
Kurdistan Islamic 
Union, New 
Generation) 

* Legal affairs 
* Social Affairs 

11 Proposals for the protection of 
teachers and educational leaders 

Session No. (5) on 
(23/10/2019) 

 Members of 
(Gorran, Kurdistan 
Islamic Group, 
Kurdistan Islamic 
Union New 
Generation) 

* Legal affairs 
* Education and 
higher education 
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12 Proposals of Family Development 
Law 

Session No. (5) on 
(23/10/2019) 

 Members of 
(Gorran, Kurdistan 
Islamic Group, 
Kurdistan Islamic 
Union, New 
Generation) 

* Legal affairs 
* Social Affairs 

13 The proposal law of  the 
ownership of the surplus lands on 
which it is based 

Session No. (10) on 
(06/07/2019) 

Session No. (11) on 
(23/10/2019) 

Members of  (Party, 
Gorran, Structure, 
Azadi, Patriotic 
Union of Kurdistan) 

* Legal affairs 
* Municipality and 
transport, delivery 
and reconstruction 

14 Proposal law of (Rights and 
Duties of Patients in the 
Kurdistan Region of Iraq) 

Session No. (6) on 
(30/10/2019) 

 * Members (Party, 
Patriotic Union of 
Kurdistan , Gorran, 
Kurdistan Islamic 
Group, New 
Generation) 

* Legal affairs 
* Health and the 
environment 
 

15 Proposal Law of (Commercial 
Advertising in the Kurdistan 
Region of Iraq) 

Session No. (6) on 
(30/10/2019) 

Session No. (8) on 
(4/12/2019) 
Session No. (9) on 
(10/12/2019) 

* Members (Party, 
Yakety, Gorran, 
Kurdistan Islamic 
Group, New 
Generation, Millat) 

* Legal affairs 
* Enlightenment 
* Municipality and 
transportation 

16 Proposal for the Protection of 
Domestic Products in the 
Kurdistan Region of Iraq 

Session No. (7) on 
(13/11/2019) 

 * Members (Party, 
Yakety, Gorran) 

* Legal affairs 
* Energy and 
natural resources 

17 Proposal of ( Resisting the 
smuggling of oil and oil in the 
Kurdistan Region of Iraq) 

Session No. (7) on 
(13/11/2019) 

 * Members (Party, 
Yakety, Gorran, 
New Generation, 
Kurdistan Islamic 
Group, Yakety 
Natawaey) 

* Legal affairs 
* Energy and 
natural resources 
* Interior and 
security 

18 Proposal of (Agricultural 
insurance in the Kurdistan Region 
of Iraq) 

Session No. (7) on 
(13/11/2019) 

 *members (New 
Generation, 
Kurdistan Islamic 
Group) 

* Legal affairs 
* Finance and 
economy 
* Agriculture and 
aquaculture 

19 Proposed decision of Recruitment 
of Contract Staff in the Kurdistan 
Region) 

Session No. (7) on 
(13/11/2019) 

 *Memebers 
(Yakety) 

* Legal affairs 

20  Project law of Drugs and Mental 
Illness in the Kurdistan Region of 
Iraq 

Session No. (8) on 
(4/12/2019) 

Session No. (10) on  
(16/12/2019) 
Session No. (11) on 
(18/12/2019) 

*Council of 
Ministers 

* Legal affairs 
* Interior and 
security 
* Health and the 
environment 
* Social Affairs 

21 Proposal (Days of Official Events 
of the Turkmen Nation) 

Session No. (9) on 
(10/12/2019) 

Session No. (12) on 
(24/12/2019) 

* Members (Party, 
Yakety, Gorran, 
Sardam, Azadi, 
Structure) 

* Legal affairs 
* Enlightenment 
 

22 Reforms in pensions, salaries, 
pensions and other benefits 

Session No. (10) on 
(16/12/2019) 

Session No. (13) on 
(12/01/2020) and 
Session No. (14) on 
(13/01/2020) 

* Council of 
Ministers 

* Legal affairs 
* Peshmerga 
* Interior and 
security 
* Finance and 
economy 
* Martyrdom and 
genocide 
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Approved laws 
Table No. (3) 

 
No. The name of the law Third reading 

and approval 
Level of 

implementation 
Note 

1 Proposed law on the acquisition of surplus land on 
municipal boundaries in the Kurdistan Region of 
Iraq. 

Session No. 
(6) 
On 
(30/10/2019) 

Retrieved by 
the President of 
the Region. 

It has been 
approved by 
the vote of 
(100) MPs.   

2 Law No. (3) on the acquisition of surplus land on 
municipal boundaries in the Kurdistan Region of 
Iraq. 

Session No. 
(8) 
On 
(04/12/2019) 

Published in 
The Waqaaeh 
(245) of 
(24/12/2019) 

It has been 
approved by 
the vote of 
(74) MPs.   

3 Law No. (4) of Commercial Advertising in the 
Kurdistan Region of Iraq. 

Session No. 
(10) 
On 
(16/12/2019 

Published in 
The Waqaaeh 
(246) of 
(27/1/2020) 

It has been 
approved by 
the vote of 
(84) MPs.   

4 Law No. (1) on Drugs and Mental Illness in the 
Kurdistan Region of Iraq 

Session No. 
(13) 
On 
(12/1/2020) 

It has not yet 
been published 
on the 
parliament's 
website or on 
the Waqaaeh, 
and the fate is 
unknown 

It has been 
approved by 
the vote of 
(88) MPs.   

5 Law No. (2) of the Law on the Reform of Salaries, 
allowances, Benefits, Privileges and Pensions in 
the Kurdistan Region of Iraq. 

Session No. 
(15) 
On 
(16/1/2020) 

Published in 
the Waqaaeh 
(247) of the 
incident on 
(6/2/2020) 

It has been 
approved by 
the vote of 
(89) MPs.   

   
 

Approved decisions 
Table No. (4) 

No decisions 
Number 

Decision 
history 

Decision Name Sitting history Note 

1 12 13/10/2019 The first internal regulation of the 
Kurdistan Parliament 

Session No. (3) 
On 

(29/09/2019) 

Approved by (91) 
MPs and published 

in the Waqaaeh(242) 
on (31/10/2019). 

2 15 24/12/2019 Extension of the autumn term for 
one month 

Session No. 
(12) 
On 

(24/12/2019) 

It was approved by a 
vote of (77) MPs and 
was published in the 
Waqaeeh (246) on 

(27/1/2020). 
3 3 12/1/2020 Decision of the official days of the 

Turkmen nation 
Session No. 

(13) 
On 

(12/01/2020) 

It has been approved 
by the votes of (73) 

MPs, not yet 
published on the 

Parliament website, 
published in the 

Waqqaeh(248) on 
(1/3/2020). 
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Attendance and permission of MPs in (18) sitting of the autumn term 
Table No. (5) 

No. MPs name Block Permission Absentees Note 
1 Hevidar Ahmed Salman PDK 2* -  

2 Jalal Mohammed Abdullah PDK 2* -  

3 Sarwan Mohammed Ali PDK 2* 1  

4 Peshawa Tahir Mustafa PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

5 Bahjat Ali Ibrahim PDK 5* -  

6 Sabah Mahmood Mohammed PDK 1* -  

7 Rzgar Esa Swar PDK 2* -  

8 Reving Mohammed Mohammed PDK 1* -  

9 Hikmat Mohammed Abu zed PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

10 Omed Adulrahman Hasan PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

11 Shwan Karim Mohammed Sadiq PDK 2 -  

12 Salam Abdulla Hasan  PDK 1 1#  

13 Zhar Xalid Adulla PDK 1 -  

14 Rebwar Abdulrahim Abdulla PDK 1 -  

15 Waisy Saeed Waisy PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

16 Muhsin Hussen Mustafa PDK - - is not on the parliamentary 
list of Attendance 

17 Safen Agha Omer PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

18 Mam Askander Mam PDK - - is not on the parliamentary 
list of Attendance 

19 Arshad Hsein Mohammed PDK 2* -  

20 Zana Xalid Smail PDK 2* -  

21 Ehsan Mohammed Salim PDK 1* -  

22 Bahman Kak Abdulla Ahmed PDK 2* -  

23 Baxtyar Shukry Sleman PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

24 Jihad Hasan Ibrahim PDK 2 -  

25 Saeed Mustafa Tatarxan PDK 3* -  

26 Xadija Omer Taha PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

27 Edris Ismael Abush PDK 1 -  

28 Nzar Adulghafar Aziz PDK 1 - is not on the parliamentary 
list of Attendance 

29 Chya Hamid Sharif PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

30 Zahir Muhammad Ali PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

31 Hadya Murad Haidar PDK 1* - is not on the parliamentary 
list of Attendance 

32 Jwan Younis Muhammed PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

33 Liza Falakadin Sabir PDK 2 -  

34 Rozhan Ibrahim Ali PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

35 Layla Abduljabar Hado PDK - 1 is not on the parliamentary 
list of Attendance 

36 Najat Shaaban Abdula PDK 4* - is not on the parliamentary 
list of Attendance 

37 Sawsan Muhammed Mirxan PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

38 Gulizar Rashid Haji PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

39 Galawezh Obed Osman PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 
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40 Zhyan Tahir Ahmed  PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

41 Hasiba Saeed Ibrahim PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

42 Gulstan Baqi Sleman PDK 1* 1  

43 Zedan Rashidxan Awdal PDK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

44 Lanja Ibrahim Abdulrahman PDK 1 -  

45 Shno Ashqy Abdulla PUK 2* -  

46 Rozhan Muhammed Karim  PUK 3* -  

47 Jamal Hawez Mustafa PUK 1 -  

48 Zyad Jabar Muhammed PUK 6** 1#  

49 Osman Karim Swara PUK 3* -  

50 Sarko Azad Hseen  PUK 5** -  

51 Hazhan Hasan Ahmed  PUK 1* -  

52 Abas Fatah Salih PUK 6* -  

53 Faisal Abas Aula PUK 4 -  

54 Luqman Hamad Haji PUK 2 -  

55 Hersh Hasan Ahmed PUK 1 -  

56 Hawre Bana Muhammed PUK 3* - is not on the parliamentary 
list of Attendance 

57 Shamol Ashty Sabir PUK 1* - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

58 Balanbo Muhammed Ali PUK - 1  

59 Karwan Abdulrahman Abdulla PUK 2 -  

60 Zikra Ahmed Ismael PUK 1* -  

61 Abdulnasir Ahmed Ali PUK 1 -  

62 Salma Fatih Tofiq PUK 4* -  

63 Rahi Rahbar Saidbraim PUK 3** -  

64 Shirin Younis Abdulla PUK - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

65 Ali Hama Salih Change 1* -  

66 Shirin Amin Abdulaziz Change 2* 1  

67 Goran Omer Ali Change - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

68 Shayan Kaka Salih Change - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

69 Yasin Xzr Taha Change - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

70 Rzgar Muhammed Mahmood Change - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

71 Ashna Abdulla Qadir Change - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

72 Jalal Muhammed Amin Change 1 -  

73 Shaxawan Rauf Mustafa Change - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

74 Daban Muhammed Hsen Change 1* 1#  

75 Balen Ismael Haji Change 2* -  

76 Gulistan Saed Muhammed Change 
 

- - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

77 Kazm Faruq Namiq New Generation 1 1  

78 Kawa Abdulqadir Hasan New Generation - 1  

79 Sipan Salim Hasan New Generation 1* -  

80 Mzhda Mahmood Mohammed New Generation 1* - is not on the parliamentary 
list of Attendance 

81 Dyari Anwar Hamarahim Independent 4 -  

82 Mam Burhan Qanih Independent - - is not on the parliamentary 
list of Attendance 

83 Sirwan Faraj Mohammed  Independent - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

84 Shadi Nawzad Wahab Independent 1 -  
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85 Soran Omer Saed Kurdistan Islamic Group 3* -  

86 Abdulstar Majid Qadr Kurdistan Islamic Group 2* -  

87 Osman Ali Smael Kurdistan Islamic Group 4*** -  

88 Hawraman Hamasharif Hama Kurdistan Islamic Group 2* -  

89 Muslim Abdulla Rasul Kurdistan Islamic Group 3 - is not on the parliamentary 
list of Attendance 

90 Badrya Ismaeel Mahmood Kurdistan Islamic Group 2 -  

91 Rupak Ahmed Rahman Kurdistan Islamic Group - 1#  

92 Sherko Jawdat Mustafa Kurdistan Islamic Union 5* -  

93 Ismaeel Ali Taha Kurdistan Islamic Union - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

94 Abubakr Omer Abdulla Kurdistan Islamic Union 2* -  

95 Sarchnar Ahmed Mahmood Kurdistan Islamic Union 1 -  

96 Halz Ahmed Mohammed  Kurdistan Islamic Union 1* -  

97 Bapir Kamala Salman   Sardam 2** -  

98 Mhedin Hasan Yousif  Azadi 1 - is not on the parliamentary 
list of Attendance 

99 Mohammed Saadadin Anwar Turkmen Development 
Party 

5** - is not on the parliamentary 
list of Attendance 

100 Sara Dlshad Bakr Turkmen Development 
Party 

- - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

101 Himdad Salih Bilal Turkmen Front 6** -  

102 Azad Akram Bahram Nation Party 4** 1#  

103 Romeo Huzairan Nisan Christian 2* -  

104 Jinan Jabar Buya Christian - - Has no permit and no 
attendance 

105 Robina Omilk Aziz Christian 1* -  

106 Clara Odisho Yaaqub Kldan 1 -  

107 Farid Yaqub Elia Rafidaen 3* -  

108 Fahik Kamal Suxun Armenian 1 -  

totel  158 12  
 

 

 * This (*) sign shall be based on the number of permits of each Member of 
Parliament, that is, it has been in two sessions (morning, evening) of part of the 
sitting, and has permission in part of the session. Each MP who has this (#) sign on 
his or her absence number, means that the session, which was divided into two 
parts (morning, evening), was not part of the session. 

  Following the vote on the Reform Act on (16/01/2020) Shady Nawzad, MPs of 
the New Generation block, was removed from the block by her party's Supreme 
Council. She also said that she had asked the Speaker of Parliament to work 
independently. MPs (Mem Burhan, Diyar Anwar, Sirwan Baban) stated that they 
are also acting as independents and are not affiliated with the New Generation 
block. 

 Twelve MPs names have not been released from the list of unauthorized and 
unauthorized attendees on the official website of the parliament, and comments 
have been made on their names. But we have recorded their absence from the 
parliamentary secretary.  

 Thirty MPs, whose names have been written down, attended all the sessions in the 
fall session. The absence and permission of the members based on the sitting are on 
the website of the Parliamentary Monitoring Project (payied.org) which has a 
section on the absence of MPs.    
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Summary of the work of the parliamentary committees: 
Table No. (6) 

 
No. The name of the 

committee 
No. of 

Proposal 
law 

presented 

No. of 
written 

report on 
the 

proposals 

No. of 
sessions 

Listening 
sessions 

Follow-
up and 

research 

Field 
visit 

Minister's 
participation 

in the 
sessions 

Establish a 
subcommittee 

1 Legislative 
Committee 

26 9 25 2 _ _ 5 _ 

2 Finance and 
Economic 

Affairs  

3 1 15 3 2 2 6 _ 

3 Peshmerga 3 2 10 8 1 7 2 2 

4 Agriculture and 
Irrigation 

3 1 9 2 _ _ 1 1 

5 Education, 
Higher 

Education, and 
Scientific 
Research 

1 _ 13 3 1 4 2 2 

6 Health, 
Environment 

and Consumer 
Rights 

4 1 15 1  3 2 1 

7 Martyrs’ 
Affairs, 

Genocide and 
Political 
Prisoners 

2 2 13 9 1 1 4 _ 

8 Relations and 
Kurdish 
Diaspora 

_ _ 11 5 _ 4 1 1 

9 Kurdistani 
Areas outside 

KRG 
Administrative 

Area 

_ _ 8 14 1 _ 1 1 

10 Energy, Natural 
Resources, 

Commerce and 
Industry 

6 1 10 5 7 3 _ _ 

11 Municipalities, 
Transport, 

Communication, 
Travel and 
Tourism 

2 2 15 8 2 5 2 1 

12 Culture, Civil 
Society, Sports 

and Youth 

2 2 14 16 4 4 2 1 

13 Integrity _ _ 12 1 _ 15 1 4 

14 Endowments 
and Religious 

Affairs 

_ _ 8 1 _ 3 1 _ 
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15 Social Affairs 
and Protection 

of Human 
Rights 

3 1 16 8 _ 12 1 _ 

16 Interior, 
Security and 

Local Councils 

4 1 10 _ _ _ 3 _ 

17 Reconstruction 
and Investment 

_ _ 6 2 _ 4 _ 2 

18 Protection of 
Women's Rights 

_ _ 7 4 _ 2 _ _ 

19 Parliament 
Affairs and 
Complaints 

_ _ 6 1 1 _ _ _ 

 Total 53 24 223 93 20 69 34 16 

 
 
 

 

 

The idea of members 
Table No. (7) 

 
According to point (2) Clause (first) of Article (49) of the Internal Rules of the Kurdistan 

Parliament, each member has the right to submit an opinion for a period not exceeding ten 
(10) minutes. 

 

No.  MP's Names Block Date Topic 
1 Hevidar Ahmad 

Salman 
PDK 17/9/2019  Population of the Kurdistan Region 

2 Jwan Younis 
Rozhbayany 

PDK 13/11/2019 Re-Arabization and the Danger of 
Amending Article (140) of the Iraqi 

Constitution 
3 Karwan 

Abdulrahman 
Abdulla  

PUK 13/11/2019 How to make oil transparent in the 
Kurdistan Region 

4 Lanja Ibrahim 
Abdulrahman  

PDK 4/12/2019 International Day for the Victims of 
Genocide 

5 Mam Burhan Qani'h Independent 24/12/2019 Revenue policy 
6 Dr. Galawezh Obed 

Osman  
PDK 23/1/2020 Establishment of a National Hereditary 

Counseling Center due to the increase in the 
number of failed children and hereditary 

diseases 
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Parliament Duties: 
First - Legislation: This task is accomplished through the sittings of the Parliament and 

the work of the Permanent Committees. In this section they shall put the debates in the 
sittings of the Parliament which are to be violated, And disagreements will arise between MPs 
and the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and discussions will be held on the 
functions of the Parliament. 
 

Second - Supervision: The supervision function is carried out in the same way as 
legislation through sittings of parliaments and committees. In this section they lay down the 
articles of procedure that (factions, permanent committees, MPs) have not implemented, or 
the least work has been done on them. 
 

Third - Budget: The articles of incorporation are set out in this section which discusses 
the budget receipts and final accounts.  
 
 

First – Legislation: 
1- Sessions of the Parliament:  

In the following sessions, the first reading has been opened for (22) (proposals and draft 
laws and decisions), only (4) laws and (3) decisions have been approved. The state of the 
sessions was as follows. 
 
Autumn Course Opening Session, (01/09/2019).  

At the opening ceremony of the autumn term, the Speaker and the heads of the factions 
announced the priorities of the autumn term, we will show the main points of the Speaker's 
speech, and her level of works. Then we will show the work of the factions for the autumn 
course and their level of work without repeating it. 

At first the Speaker said: " The Autumn Course on Legislation, Monitoring and following 
up the Preparations of the General Budget of the Region is a Real and Different Duty to the 
Parliament and the Parliamentarians. It is important that we have a clear legislative approach 
to the season and that we do not neglect the role of government oversight in the legislative 
framework, as these two functions complement each other and complement each other's 
values." 

She said: "As the Speaker of the Kurdistan Parliament, we plan to focus our work on 
several levels and focus on these points: - 
 
No. Previous Works Level of working 
1 In addition to working to coordinate and 

strengthen our relations with all Kurdish factions 
in the Iraqi Council of Representatives, we will 
continue our political efforts and exercise our 
constitutional and legal rights. On the one hand, 
to prevent the adoption of legislative proposals 
that violate the constitutional rules and principles 
of the federal system, such as (Civil Service Bill) 
and the like. On the other hand, in the Union 
Court we will only pass laws that violate the 
fundamental rules aimed at eliminating or 
reducing the powers of the region's constitutional 

* On (08/09/2019) a representative of a part of the 
Kurdish factions in the Iraqi House of 
Representatives visited the Kurdistan Parliament 
and met with the Speaker of the Parliament and its 
factions and they put together a plan of action. 
* On (12/11/2019) the official website of the 
Parliament published: The Speaker of the 
Kurdistan Parliament, in the name of the 
Parliament and in coordination with the Committee 
for the Kurdistan Region Outside the Kurdistan 
Regional Government in the Kurdistan Parliament, 
filed a legal complaint against the provisions of 
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institutions, such as the Federal Finance Act, 
which was approved in 2019. 

Article (3,12,16,17) of the Provincial Council 
Election Law in the Federal Court through the 
lawyer Sardar Harki who was chosen by 
Presidency. The court upheld the complaint in the 
interest of the Speaker of the Kurdistan Parliament, 
thus restoring the right to vote for thousands of 
Kurds in Kurdish areas outside the region's 
administration. 

2 The Kurdistan Parliament, meanwhile, urges all 
political parties to unite and coordinate in 
resolving the problems in Kirkuk and all Kurdish 
regions outside the region, and to encourage them 
to prepare for the provincial elections and the 
census process decided by the central 
government. It declares its political support for 
the choice of dialogue between the regional 
government and the federal government in the 
direction of a balanced and logical solution to the 
problems in the interests of the Kurds and the 
promotion of political and economic stability. 

* In the 16th session  on (23/01/2020), the 
Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) 
Negotiating Delegation was hosted to discuss the 
outcome of their meetings with the Federal 
Government on the (2020 Budget and Oil Case). 

3 In order to pave the way for a political 
environment and a healthy environment for the 
functioning of the Constitutional Preparatory 
Committee for the referendum. We have visited 
the political parties in the Kurdistan Region. We 
will continue to create a kind of political and 
national code of conduct regarding the draft 
constitution of the Kurdistan Region, which will 
eventually be a shadow of the gathering of all 
differences and a protector of public rights and 
freedoms, and we will have to agree to some kind 
of preliminary code of conduct. 

* The Presidency of the Parliament visited the 
Presidency of the Region and its parties (PUK, 
Change, Kurdistan Islamic Union, Communist, 
Kurdistan Islamic Group, Political Parties of the 
Kurdistan Region). 

4 The regional government has a proclamation that 
has been tabled in front of parliament, The 
implementation of the program also requires a 
legislative framework that will see itself in about 
14-16 draft laws. Most importantly, the reform is 
in the areas of spending, income, public service 
and retirement, and the reform of the health and 
medicine and food sectors through its projects 
(National Institute for Drugs and Food, Protection 
of Patients' Rights, Protection of doctors and 
health workers), Project Law (Protection of Water 
Resources in the Kurdistan Region), Project Law 
(All Investment Law), Project Law (Agricultural 
Insurance), (Project Law Labor and Social 
Insurance Bill for Private Sector Workers), 
(Contemporary Banking System Bill), etc. 
Therefore, from the point of view of the 
parliament, it is the responsibility of the 
legislature to ensure that the legislature, like 
itself, is the majority of the majority, and it is 
logical that the translation of the public lines into 
the law will make it easier for the parliament to 
monitor the process before it is passed by the 
parliament. Their enrichment is approved by 

* From the government this season, project laws of  
(drugs and mental cartels in the region and reforms 
in pensions, salaries, medicines and other 
privileges) have been sent to Parliament and 
become law. 
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parliamentarians. Therefore, from the point of 
view of the parliament, it is the responsibility of 
the legislature to ensure that the legislature, like 
itself, is the majority of the majority, and it is 
logical that the translation of the public lines into 
the law will make it easier for the parliament to 
monitor the process before it is passed by the 
parliament. Their enrichment is approved by 
parliamentarians. We formally urge the KRG to 
submit these projects to parliament as soon as 
possible so that we can prioritize them in the new 
legislative season in accordance with local 
regulations. 

5 Due to the clarity of the region's lawmakers and 
local regulations, another of the duties of the 
parliament is to approve the general budget law, 
which is at the same time one of the government's 
commitments. Therefore, we anticipate that the 
ninth cabinet will work to prepare the general 
budget of the Kurdistan Region as soon as 
possible and direct it to the Kurdistan Parliament 
for approval. Especially since the last budget was 
approved was in 2013, and after that date, 
expenditures and revenues were dealt with in a 
harsh manner. 

* A joint meeting between the presidency of the 
parliament and several special committees were 
held with several members of the Council of 
Ministers of the Kurdistan Region. 

6 Due to the clarity of the lawmakers and the 
internal rules of the Kurdistan Parliament, the 
members of the parliament have the power to 
propose legislation and, judging by their daily 
contact with the official institutions and citizens 
of Kurdistan and the different sectors, everyone 
knows the needs of the Kurdistan Region better 
than anyone else. We therefore urge you to find 
common ground in your work and to improve the 
legal system of our region in terms of livelihoods 
and the amendment of the applicable laws. 
Coordinate, in particular, in the field of 
organizing the border gates of the Kurdistan 
Region, the administrative and financial centers, 
the diversification of sources of income, the 
development of the agricultural, industrial, 
commercial and tourism sectors. Providing job 
opportunities for young people and university 
graduates, protecting the environment of 
Kurdistan, banning the trafficking and use of 
drugs under a special law and any other area that 
they consider important. 

* In the autumn course (22) proposals, drafts and 
decisions were submitted, (2) laws and (2) 
decisions were passed, the law (ownership of the 
over-occupied lands), the law (commercial 
advertising), the decision (all internal regulations) 

7 Finally, we call on all parliamentarians and 
factions to cooperate and co-ordinate in order to 
enable the Kurdistan Parliament to have an 
independent law called the Kurdistan Parliament's 
Function and Structure Law to regulate the 
powers and responsibilities of the Parliament and 
to exercise its parliamentary powers and 
functions. 

But that project didn’t work for either 
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The priority text of the faction leaders' statement is set out in the appendix to the report, which 
highlights the common ground between the agenda of the parliamentary speaker and the 
faction leaders and shows their level of work for their priorities. 
NO. Priority Level of work 

1. Organization of the border gates of the 
Kurdistan Region. 

* The first reading of the Proposal (Application of 
the Anti-Smuggling Act) in Session No. (1) of 
(17/09/2019). 
* Proposal of the Law (of the Quality Assurance 
Control Agency ) in session No. (5) dated 
(23/10/2019). 

2. Industrial and financial decentralization.  
3. Increase  income sources.  
4. Development of the agricultural, industrial, 

commercial and tourism sectors. 
* The first reading of the proposed law (the 
application of the Federal Law on the Protection of 
Iraqi Products) in the sitting No. (1) of (17/09/2019). 
* The first reading of the proposed law 
(Arrangement and Unification of the Alawites) in 
Session No. (1) of (17/09/2019). 
* First reading (Proposal for the Protection of 
Domestic Products) in Session No. (7) of 
(13/11/2019). 
* Presentation and discussion of the financial merits 
of the farmers of the Kurdistan Region, in sitting No. 
(17) dated (30/01/2020). 

5. Providing job opportunities for young people 
and university graduates. 

 

6. Protecting the environment of Kurdistan.  
7. Prohibition of drug trafficking and use. * * Approval of the (Drugs) Act in its (13) session on 

(12/01/2020) 
8. Law on the Functioning and Structure of the 

Kurdistan Parliament 
 

9. Bringing the region’s budget.  
10. Return on salary savings. * The First Amendment to Article 13 of the 

Retirement and Medicare Reform Act states: 
First: Point One of Law No. (2) of (2020) states 
(Reforms in Salary and Medicare Retirement) 
(Ministry of Finance and Economy within the 
framework of the regulation of the banking sector of 
the region and by electronic banking services) , 
Opens a special account for each payer and 
beneficiary of the general budget for the guarantee 
(protection) of all financial liabilities as well as 
unpaid financial liabilities. 

11. University and college student allowances.  
12. Reforms in income, especially in oil and gas, 

customs and local revenues 
 

13. All of the benefits of the Iraqi Unified 
Retirement Law. 

 

14. Family development and protection. * First reading for (Proposal for Family 
Development Law) in Session No. (5) of 
(23/10/2019). 

15. Amendments investment law.  
16. Halabja Missing Children Act.  
17. Health Insurance Law.  
18. Labor law.  
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19. All tax and income laws.  
20. Law (Where did you get this) .  
21. Working on the constitution of the Kurdistan 

Region. 
* Visits of political parties by the Speaker of 
Parliament. 

22. Amendments to the Law on the Rights of 
Political Prisoners. 

 

23. Legislative functioning of the raja Council.  
24. Working to enact a law on compulsory 

military service in the Kurdistan Region. 
 

25. Enforcement of the law on the retirement of 
internal security forces. 

 

26. Permanently hiring contract staff. * This proposal was read out for the first time in 
session number (7) on (13/11/2019). 

27. Equalizing the rights and privileges of the 
Peshmerga forces with the Iraqi army. 

 

28. Protecting the rights of patients. * This proposal was read out for the first time in 
session No. (6) on (30/10/2019). 

29. Hiring the first to third top students of the 
universities and institutions. 

 

30. Equalize the rights and privileges of the 
people and therelatives of the martyrs and the 
old wrestlers and political prisoners with the 
central government. 

 

31. The establishment of the oil sector, including 
the creation of an oil revenue fund, and the 
creation of a Kurdistan company for the 
marketing of oil, for the refining of oil and its 
annexes, and for the national oil companies of 
Kurdistan. 

* First reading for the proposal (Application and 
Amendment to the Anti-Smuggling Act and Oil 
Products No. (41) of 2008). 
* First reading for the Proposal of the Law 
(Application and Amendment of the Law on the 
Import and Sale of Petroleum Products No. (9) of the 
year (2006) in its sitting (1) dated (17/09/2019). 
* The first reading of the proposal (combating the 
smuggling of oil and extracted oil) at sitting (7) on 
(13/11/2019). 

32. Revisions to these contracts have been made 
available to a number of companies, the result 
of which is to the detriment of the people of 
Kurdistan and public revenue, and to the 
enrichment of several people, such as the 
contracts of the Secretary of Justice and the 
license plate). 

 

33. Law enforcement officers in Kurdistan, as 
they are now the only law enforcement 
agencies organized by parliament and 
parliamentarians. 

 

34. National Board for Negotiations.  
35. Village Rehabilitation and Welfare Board.  
36. Prohibition of partisan organization within the 

Peshmerga and public security forces. 
 

37. Public order. The first reading of the Proposal (Public 
Procurement Act) in sitting No. (5) on (23/10/2019) 

38. Preventing Excess in the Kurdistan Region. Approval of the law (ownership of the surplus lands 
on which excess on) in the sitting No. (8) dated 
(04/12/2019). 

39. General Board of Importers' Safety and Goods 
Domestic Product in the Kurdistan Region. 

 

40. Setting a special day for all elements of Approval of the Day (Official Events of the Turkmen 
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Kurdistan. Generation) in Session No. (13) of (12/01/2020). 
41. Establish special laws to serve the area of 

different structures. 
 

42. Scientific and cultural organization of 
languages of different nations. 

 

43. Amendments to the law of the Ministry of 
Education, Enlightenment and sports. 

 

44. The internal rules of the Kurdistan Parliament 
should be amended. 

On (29/9/2019) the internal regulations were 
amended. 

45. Kurdistan Parliament Law.  
46. The law on provincial councils should be 

amended, on condition that the administrative 
center is expanded. 

 

47. Legislation and voter registration for the 
election of deputies. 

 

48. Let's work on amending some of the 
provisions of Law No. (5) of (2015) on the 
Rights of Components. 

 

49. Amendments to certain articles of Iraqi civil 
law that are inconsistent with international 
human rights standards and standards. 

 

50. Implementation of the decision of the Iraqi 
Council of Ministers No (86) compensation 
for our nation in Kurdistan. 

 

 
At the end of the session, the Speaker stated: We urge you to send us the names of the 

project laws that are important to you, and you have submitted them at this meeting, without 
comment. The presidency has decided that the projects that share common ground between 
the factions will be the agenda for this legislative session, and we will also announce on the 
parliamentary website what the joint projects are, but we ask them to send them to us by the 
end of the week. But in sitting No. (1) on (17/09/2019) after (16) days the Speaker of the 
Parliament stated: Only these factions have sent their priority in writing, (Yakgrtw, Millat, 
Azadi, Armenian, Serdem) . We therefore ask that your priorities be sent and that we also 
publish them on the official website of the Parliament, but the priorities were not published on 
the Parliamentary website. So it is unknown whether the Factions did not send them or the 
presidency did not set a common ground, and put them in the agenda as promised. 
 
Session No. 1, on (17/09/2019). 

Prior to the postponement of the work program, a number of military points were 
addressed by several MPs to the Speaker of Parliament, Kawa Abdul Qadir, a member of the 
New Generation faction, said that Article (79) 4 does not in any way mention that the existing 
financial proposals should be returned to the government. , My question is under what article 
did you sent (14) of your proposal laws to the government? Have you set a time for them? 

The Speaker also stated: "Article (79) sets out the criteria by which the Legislative 
Committee and the Parliamentary Presidency must work together in order to direct a 
legislative proposal to the first reading. We will present two types of legislative proposals to 
the government." 

                                                 
4-  Article (79) Item (4): It is necessary for the issuers of that law and the decision, in view of the financial 
burden, to be imposed on the government. 
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First: If there is a legislative proposal or a decision that has a financial burden, we will send it 
to the government to answer yes or no, if yes we will directly do the first reading.  

Second: those  propose laws and decisions directed at the government are not  not to say 
yes and no, but to offer artistic assistance to the parliament so that the law can be passed in 
such a way that the government can implement it. 
 

Referral of project laws to the government are for two reasons: 
1-We want to abide by the internal rules. 
2-We want to keep the glory of the parliament from being enforced by a law passed by the 

parliament, because in the previous term, we decided to have the salaries of the Peshmerga 
forces as Iraqi forces, but it was not done because we did not ask the government. 
 
 
Session No. 2, on (25/09/2019). 

Following the speech of the Speaker of the Parliament, on the referendum, Umed 
Khoshnaw, Chairman of the Party Faction, stated: " We supported the Speaker's speech, 
which was a speech by the Kurdistan Parliament, but we expected to include National Day. 
Because this day has become a national day and commemorates the two-year anniversary of 
Kurdistan in all its forms, and a referendum has been passed in this parliament, I urge the 
Kurdistan Parliament to take that step legally." 

In response, the Speaker announced: "The decision is not in my power and if the members 
of parliament demand it, they need to submit a project law to pass it."  

Then the MP (Jalal Mohammad) from the party faction said that the national anthem Aye 
Raqib should be beaten in the Kurdistan Parliament today, and then he got up and said his 
march and the Speaker of the Parliament and some of the MPs got up from their seats. 

In response to their not getting up on the march (Ay Raqib) Abdulsattar Majeed, the leader 
of the Kurdistan Islamic Group faction, said at a press conference that the national anthem 
Aye Raqib had not been included in the agenda of today's sitting and the speaker p the 
parliament should not have allowed them to sing it. He revealed that after the referendum, the 
KRG wrote a letter to the Iraqi Federal Court, which said that the KRG would abide by any 
decision on the referendum.  

On the second part of the agenda which was the second reading for all internal regulations, 
There were disagreements between the factions, the factions (party, Yakety, Gorran) were 
with all the second clause of Article (110)5 ,the factions (New Generation, Kurdistan Islamic 
Group, Kurdistan Islamic Union, Azady) were against all that article. 

The New Generation faction also declared: It is always against their faction. 
The head of the Kurdistan Islamic Group faction said Article 110, the second section, 

which deals specifically with the parliamentary intimacy for his faction, in such a way that 
whenever a parliamentarian resigns from his faction, his faction and his political forces can 
vote for someone else who is elected. 

But all of these items are a dangerous political issue, and it is not far off to open the door to 
anyone's intervention among the factions and their MPs, as the citizens have voted for the 
candidates on the basis of the electoral program and the promises of the list. 

                                                 
5- MPs are free of their work in parliament, but whenever a member of a faction separates from his or her faction 
or joins another faction, he or she loses his or her membership in parliament and fills another person in that 
faction with a parliamentary seat. 
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It is oppression to the voters when the MPs won't need them anymore, starts changing their 
faction. because every gentleman who is now a member of parliament, if they had separately 
run for office on the fiction, would not have been able to get a vote." 
 
 
Session No. (3), on (29/09/2019). 

The session was to vote on (12) clauses of the first amendment to the internal rules of the 
Kurdistan Parliament, which included: (1, 14, 19, 24, 25, 29, 42, 44, 53, 79, 91, 110). 
Commenting on the meeting, Abdulsattar Majeed, head of the Kurdistan Islamic Group 
faction, said: the internal rules, in line with the agenda of a certain political force, have been 
amended and two very bad (orfi) have been imposed in these constituencies, which will be 
dangerous for the future of the factions and Parliamentary work. He also said, allowing  MPs 
to split from their own faction and move to another faction is a serious threat and a plan for 
other factions to buy (Walao Safaqati) underground and we will see bad results in the near 
future. He said, "It is unreasonable for anyone who got votes and became Member of  
Parliament, to split from their factions for the sake of personal gain and unauthorized 
privileges in the name of freedom of parliament."  

The leader of the Kurdistan Islamic Group Faction said about article (79) clause (2)point 
(2)6 " In order for a project law to go to the committees and be read out, especially for those 
who have financial resources and need money, our suggestion and insistence was that the 
finance minister be hosted by a special committee to get the government’s opinion, but again 
by a majority, parliament got meaningless and weakened in front of the government and they 
performed to ask the government in advance for any project. "  

"This, if any reading is to be done, is a clear indication of the control of the parliament by 
the government and above all the party," he explained. 

On the same subject, Dr. Sherko Jawdat, Chairman of the Yakgrtw Faction, stated: The 
presidency of the Kurdistan Parliament is under the will and control of the government, so it 
cannot get its hands on the important issue, they busy itself with minor things like dates, 
however there are dozens of people's concerns that need to be touched and talked about. 

In this regard, Kazem Farooq, the leader of the New Generation faction, said, "Earlier, the 
Party and the Yakety factions did not take account of the new generation, but with today's 
plan and the amendment of an internal constitution, it appears that they are afraid of the 
attitude and courage of our faction," he also said, " Amending the internal rules has been a 
plan against the New Generation faction  and the opposition in general."  

* On the whole of Article (110) of the Internal Rules, on (28/09/2019) we, as the Pay 
Institute, issued a statement stating: We support the freedom of the MPs within the framework 
of his party's program and not the freedom to leave his party and join the party and another 
faction and win his party's vote for another party. All that the parliament wants to do will be a 
prelude to the oppression of the majority in the minority, on the other hand it is a violation of 
the law, because no candidate will have his or her vote if the list is not voted on at the 
beginning of the election. According to the election rules, when a voter votes, he or she must 
first vote for the party, then for the candidate. Every successful candidate is committed to 
implementing his or her party's electoral program, and this is against the stability of the 
legislature. 
                                                 
6 Article (79) clause (2) point(2) states: "If the proposal of the law and the decision result in a financial dispute 
with the government, before the first reading, they will be directed to obtain approval of the financial agreement 
that arises as a result of the enactment of the law." 
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Session No. Four, dated (15/10/2019). 
According to the agenda of the session, the Speaker of the Parliament,  asked the Speaker 

of the Factions to express the views and opinions of the factions on the current situation in 
Western Kurdistan. The Speaker of the Kurdistan Parliament stated: "In the run-up to the 
previous meetings of the Kurdistan Parliament Speaker with the heads of the factions and 
factions in the parliament regarding the attacks on West Kurdistan, The Speaker of the 
Parliament has summarized a number of recommendations and the position of the Kurdistan 
Parliament, and has stated that we will now read it and if it is approved by you, we will 
present it to the public in the name of the Kurdistan Parliament. " 

The recommendations, which consisted of 12 points, were put on voting  by the Speaker 
and approved by a vote of (96) MPs out of a total of (97) MPs present. The text of the 
recommendations is contained in the appendix to the report. 

In this regard, MP Abu Bakr al-Haldani, from the Yakgrtw Faction, said: "I did not vote 
for the recommendation of the parliament, because the session of the Kurdistan Parliament 
was held after seven days of fighting and no mention of the Turkish army was mentioned in 
any of the recommendations, when the  heaviest and most advanced military weapons have 
been used on the civilians, who live on their own land and demand their dignity and freedom."  

He also said: "It should be emphasized in the recommendations of both previous 
resolutions of Parliament No. (37) of the year (2003) that calls for the withdrawal and return 
of the Turkish army, and resolution No. (24) of the year (2014) which the regional 
government is committed to recognizing and supporting the self-government of the people of 
Western Kurdistan, which will provide the necessary assistance to Western Kurdistan to the 
best of its ability. " 

On the same day, Jawidan Kamal, a member of the West Kurdistan delegation to the 
region, addressed a letter to the parliament, saying: "You are not only representing the people 
of the south, we also aknowledge you as our representative  in other parts of Kurdistan."  He 
also asked, "Why was Turkey not named in today's recommendation? Are they afraid of 
closing the gates of Ibrahim Khalil in Turkey?"  

The text of the letter is in the appendix to the report.  
 
Session No. Five, dated (23/10/2019). 

Before the start of the work program, Soran Omar, of the Kurdistan Islamic Groupy Islamy 
faction, said: "On (7/10/2019), we (12) members of parliament asked for a discussion on oil 
exports and salaries and the situation with Baghdad. According to the internal rules, clause (3) 
of the Article (66) of the Speaker of the Parliament will be held within a period of not more 
than (14) days to determine the date of the sitting. You haven't done that yet, and I am aksing 
for an answer."  

In response, the Speaker said that the policy point that was made is correct and that we 
would review our position.  
 
Session No. Six, dated (30/10/2019).  

Before the start of the work program, Kawa Abdul Qadir, a member of the New 
Generation Faction, stated: "Pursuant to Article (98) Article 1: it is necessary on the Council 
of Ministers, to send the budget bill to Parliament for discussion in early October of each year 
and before the financial year. Is the Council of Ministers committed to that promise? Because 
I am on the Legislative Committee and it is not there yet. Plus, according to the third clause if 
the draft budget and final calculation, in accordance with the provisions of paragraphs (first 
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and second) of this article, did not reach to the parliament on the specific date, Parliament 
calls for clarification from Finance Minister. If there was a valid reason it gives a period that 
does not exceed fifteen (15) days, Did the Speaker of Parliament do this? 

The speaker of the parliament said, "We didn’t give warning, it has been a duty we had to 
do, we have not done it, we will do it."  

Before the first reading of the project law (Patient Rights and Duties) the Chairman of the 
Legislative Committee says: "Pursuant to sub-section (2) of Article (79) of the proposed law 
and decision within (14) days from the date of submission, it shall be decided by the 
Legislative Affairs Committee in coordination with the Presidency to conduct the first 
reading. Based on compliance with these criteria, It then states in paragraph four of Article 
(80) that when the project, or proposal, is approved by the Presidency and the Legislative 
Committee, it shall be put on the agenda at the first sitting after the approval,  Mr. Speaker, 
after the publication of the agenda of today's sitting of the Parliament, now the proposal has 
come to the Legislative Committee, we have not yet held any meeting on it, so we ask that it 
not be read in this sitting. 

The Speaker announced: " Following the expiration of the term set for the project law, the 
proposal was made available to the Speaker of Parliament, and we according to the authority 
that we have been given, even after the end of the month that the internal regulations have 
been set up to receive the proposed legislation, can use our power. Given the importance of 
the project law, it was decided at a meeting of the presidency to hold the first reading, without 
having to go through the same mechanisms as the other project laws passed and order it to be 
read out. At the meeting, the Speaker called on the Parliamentary Committees to work on the 
proposed resolutions within the allotted time period in accordance with the internal rules and 
regulations, and to conduct the first reading so that the Parliament can provide more 
legislative services. 
She also said that all non-attendance of MPs in sittings and committees will be  announced. 

Article (82) of the Internal Rules states: In each legislative term only in the first month of 
the legislative term, members of parliament may propose a law, but  only in the event that a 
special situation precedes and requires the law, or that there is an urgent decision, and that the 
presidency decides whether or not to pass the law. But as it turns out this legislative proposal 
is not a special and urgent situation, as only the first reading has been done to it. 
 
Session No. 7, dated (13/11/2019).  

Before the start of the work program, Mem Burhan, of the New Generation Faction, said; " 
I submitted a question to the government on (2/09/2019) and the letter was sent to the 
government on (10/09/2019), but I have not been answered yet. And Article (60) clause (3) 
states: The party to whom the question is directed must answer the question within (7) seven 
days in any case, the answer to the question should not be delayed for more than (21) twenty-
one days, so I ask for clarification. 

'' We entrust the Secretary of Parliament to follow up on your question" The Speaker of the 
parliament said. 

Then, Kawa Abdul Qadir, from the New Generation Faction, said; " One of the most 
important tasks of the MPs is to pursue, we have addressed a number of questions and not 
answered in accordance with Articles (58 and 59). I directed a question about the money you 
receive from the distribution of white oil to homes, which is about (20) thousand dinars more 
than the price set in Baghdad, but the secretary of parliament is asking for an invoice , I ask 
where in the curriculum is there something like that to get an evidence with the question. Or I 
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have sent another question, and the Secretary of Parliament said that because it has published 
in the media we will not send your question, this is irrelevant, then since (18/08/2019) 14 
proposals have been sent to the government, has it been answered? If not answered when will 
it be answered?  

Part of that legal proposal has been answered, and we are sending them to the Special 
Committee to write a report on it. To address the issue, we have delegated the power of 
questioning to the Secretary of Parliament to unify the implementation of the question and to 
direct it to the government in collaboration with the Minister of State for Parliamentary 
Affairs. It is the decision of the presidency not to send the question that is published in the 
media, because we demand that until the questions not be confirmed by us, to see if it 
contains the terms of the question, the parliamentarian does not have the right to publish the 
question. The secretary of parliament then spoke about the demand for evidence, and said: 
You have to prove that from whom and where the extra money came from. This statement is 
unconstitutional and the secretary's speech is not mentioned anywhere.  

Then the MP, Sirwan Baban, from the New Generation Faction, said: “According to 
Article (51), Tuesdays and Wednesdays are special for the sittings of the Parliament, but this 
cannot be implemented why? 

The speaker of the parliament said: "We want to convene, there are dozens of law projects 
ready for the first reading, but so far the committees have not been willing to hold a single 
meeting," 

We will present the names of the committees in the next meeting to the public who should 
have prepared the reports and did not do so, and if the reports were present and we did not sit 
then you have the right to complain. 

As the number of sittings in this legislature is limited  is because there is a legislative and 
procedural relationship. If the report of the committees is not made available to the parliament 
after the first reading, it will not be possible to hold a sitting, so I urge the committees to take 
more time to complete the report so that we can hold more sittings of Parliament," she said.  

Later, Daban Mohammad, from the Changes faction, said: "The lack of answers to the 
questions of the parliamentarians has become apparent. I sent the question in July and the 
answer has been received, but the answer has not been received by us. Please follow up." 

The speaker of the parliament said, "We have instructed the Secretary of Parliament to 
prepare a statistics for the next session, and we will announce our position on the basis of that 
statistics."  

After the first reading of the proposal, the decision to appoint contract staff by the 
Legislative Committee, the Speaker, said: “We have an explanation on that legal proposal." 
she said, "The law proposal is introduced in the first quarter of the legislature, on (7/8/2019) 
was directed to the government, on (30/10/2019) the government has agreed to bear the 
financial burden of the proposal, and on (11/11/2019) We put the work program together. , 
But now the gentlemen in the government want to give us more clarification on the data 
related to the proposal, so the deadline for the committees to write a report on this pension is 
(21) days, they do not start their work  and we will with your conset give the governmet a 
period that does not be more than two weeks,  we will wait for their response and we will not 
start writing the report, and if we do not get their explanation within the two weeks that start 
today,  

Then we begin our task of writing the report and second reading.  
While expressing dissatisfaction with the proposal, the Speaker said: "We also know that 

the curriculum  will not allow to give the government a chance again, but because we need 
more information, we will give them more time without voting on the proposal," the Speaker 
has ended the session. 
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Session No. Eight, dated (4/12/2019).  
Prior to the commencement of the work program, Sarchnar Ahmed, of the Yakgrtw 

Faction, on the return (the law on the ownership of lands over-bounded by municipalities) by 
the President of the Region, said: "According to Article (95), it should have been directed to 
the special committee not to the legal committee, this report that is available today has been 
prepared by the legal committee, and I ask them to give an explanation on it."  

Speaking about not sending the proposal to the special committees, the Speaker said: We 
have not sent it because it is not a general rejection, but some sections, and now we are all 
making it available and voting on it and you can leave your comments. 

Then, Rupak Ahmed, from the Kurdistan Islamic Group faction, said: “On (13/11/2019) 
the first reading was conducted on permanently contract the employees, the government was 
given two weeks to give the notes, if they have  any. After these two weeks the Special 
Committees will have to write their report, now we see there is no point in the work program 
on that, so we ask for clarification. Later, Soran Omar, from the Kurdistan Islamic Group 
faction, said that according to the first paragraph of Article (84) of the curriculum, the Special 
Committees should prepare their reports within (21) days. Several legislative proposals have 
been passed by the committees and legal deadlines and no reports have been written, pursuant 
to Article 4 of the same Article, it is the duty of the Deputy Speaker to notify the Committee, 
and Article (37) of the curriculum  states that if it is clear to the presidency that one of the 
permanent committees is less interested in its work you can investigate the reasons and put in 
the effort if it is to take effect, If they are not able to nominate a new member to the 
committee, whether this is open or not, because the legislative process in this parliament is 
very slow and the first reading has been legislated for several proposals. And in accordance 
with Article (33) of the Internal Rules, the provisions of this Code shall apply to the 
attendance of sittings in Parliament, as well as to the attendance of sittings of committees, 
which it has not been done. And in accordance with Article (52) clause (3) point (1) The 
names of those who do not attend the sittings of the parliaments and committees, with or 
without permission, should be published on the official website of the parliament, and this has 
not been done. 

 Speaking about the points of both MPs, the Speaker said: We have completed the spring 
season and we are approaching the end of the autumn term. , The first season, was the season 
of reorganization of the constitutional institutions of the region, most of the legislative 
proposals made by the members had financial implications. That is why the former speaker of 
parliament and the presidency have not been able to send the legislative proposals to the 
government, as they have not given trust to the new government. So we have (31) projects left 
from the previous season, we still have (23) projects of this season, and we will prove to you 
that the reason for the lack of legislation is not the presidency, there were (31) proposals and 
decisions from the spring season, (23) autumn seasons, (22) proposals Laws and decisions 
have been sent to the government, , (3) proposals were for salary savings, (5) proposals were 
for mortgage and small loans, (2) proposals were for student and student medicine, of which 
we sent (12) of which we received a response. Some rejects it, and some say, "We want 
information." Some has been sent to the ministries and they say give us numbers, others have 
not responded to us. In both seasons the first reading has been done to (23)7 law proposals and 
decisions. (5) of them became law and decision, the first reading had been done to (7) of them 

                                                 
7 The Speaker says. the first reading has been done for (23) Proposed lawband decisions, but according to the 
work program, the number is (22) not (23).  
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on (17/9/2019), but (77) days have passed and they are with the committees. The first reading 
had been done to (6) of them on (23/10/2019) and (41) days has been passed by. (2) of which 
have been done its first reading on(30/10/2019) and (34) days has passed by. (3) of which 
have been done its first reading on(13/11/2019) and (22) days has passed by. (2) One of them 
relates to the Public Prosecution, which deals with the separation of the Public Prosecution 
from the Executive and the powers vested in the Judicial Council; The proposal has been sent 
to both authorisers, the proposal (humanitarian), rejected by the Ministry of Education. The 
protection of teachers and education leaders are two, at the request of the Special Committee 
it has been requested to be included in the Education proposal which is not yet available and 
the Ministry of Education is currently busy preparing it. The Drug and Quality Control 
Agency and the Rights and Duties of Patients and the Protection of Domestic Product have 
been returned to the Government at the request of the Parliamentary Special Committee, 
totaling (8) the draft law. It should be noted that there are currently no proposals and 
decisions passed by the presidency to complain about us, all in the House of Commons, 
members of parliament who have signed the bill. , In accordance with Article (36) you may 
request clarification from the committees after (45) days of the first reading, and in 
accordance with Article (84) the Committee may, in writing the report, co-ordinate with the 
institutions in need, and any minister who has been invited to the committees has come, so we 
have to reorganize ourselves, and the deputy speaker has sent emphasis to the committees on 
writing the committee’s report. Regarding your questions, (150) questions have passed the 
legal answer period which is (21) days, and more questions were asked, we have been 
instructed by our Secretary along with the work of the committees to prepare detailed data. 
And we have it all, and an MP want it, they can get it, (86) questions have been answered, 
(64) questions have not been answered yet .Instead of the members saying that the 
government is not responding, they should look at Article 70. This policy authorizes members 
to go to the questioning stage, even though they have not done so. In addition, we have 
instructed the Secretary of Parliament to send a letter of resignation to the Government.  
Regarding the proposal of the law to permanently conclude the contracts has nothing to do 
with the presidency, the government has responded and in a letter dated (14/11/2019)has been 
sent to Legislative Committee. Then, Diyar Anwar, of the New Generation Faction, said: 
“With what clause did you send your contract bill to the government for the second time? . 

The Speaker, we sent it to the government because they demanded. Plus,  if the issue is 
resolved for two weeks, then I will take responsibility for the inconvenience, ”he said. 

We wanted to coordinate with the government, but those two weeks were over, too. "We 
urge you to reconsider your position and we will work on any decision you make, the purpose 
of which is to serve the people and the mechanism is not important to us, she said. 

Then, Dr. Zedan Rashid Khan, from the party faction, said: “The non-direction of the 
proposal to increase the labor law for the special committee is a violation of the rules, if we 
do not work with our policy, how can we ask the government to work on the laws that we are 
issuing. 
 
Session No. 9, dated (10/12/2019). 

The agenda of the session was two points, but due to the poor electricity situation on 
(09/12/2019) another point was added to the agenda of the session, which included speaking 
and discussing the issue of national electricity and the distribution of fuel to the citizens, in 
the presence of Minister of Electricity. "We have followed all the internal rules of the 
parliament on (17/9/2019), so far I have not seen the incident and we have no new release," 
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said MP Soran Omar. Heman Hawrami, the deputy speaker of parliament, said: "Yes, your 
point is acceptable. We urge the parliamentary secretary and the parliamentary affairs 
directorate to resolve this issue and follow the existing amendments and publish them." 
 
Session No. 10, dated (16/12/2019). 

After reading the absence of the MPs by the Secretary of Parliament, the Speaker said, 
"We urge the Secretary of the Parliament to publish the absenteeism of the members with or 
without permission, in the sittings of the parliament and the meetings of the committees 
during the parliamentary session on the Parliament site, as the absence of parliamentarians is 
out of the ordinary." Then MP, Mam Burhan, said that according to Articles (58, 59, 60) 
which are specificly about the directing questions, , I asked a question on (2/09/2019) about 
Salary savings, but it has not been answered yet. I expected it to be included in the reform bill 
but there is nothing on that question. "We have sent a letter of emphasis to the government, 
and we have been told to go to the second stage of the monitoring process when your 
questions are not answered," she said. 

MP Sarchnar Ahmed said. “I have submitted my opinion in reference to point (2) of 
section (2) of Article (49) on (18/09/2019), On the formation of the Halabja Provincial 
Council, but the work program has not yet been finalized which should have been put on the 
agenda after (48) hours. 

 "It is true that at a meeting of the presidency we decided to form a committee of Halabja 
city parliamentarians to follow up and bring back a report, so we will submit it to the 
committee in the future to determine the name of the member," the speaker said. 
"According to Article 84 (1), the Law Reporting Committee should have written a proposal to 
permanently hire contract staff, but the Legislative Committee says no official letter has been 
sent to us for a written report, Please explain " MP. Rupak Ahmad said. 

 "We have a problem with directing the bill to all special committees, and if they do not 
agree, we will ask the legislature to write its report here,"the speaker said. 

"We are one of the special committees to write a report on the proposal, so we have to 
write a report before the special committee itself," said Khalid Khalid, chairman of the legal 
committee. "It has been written to us on (1/12/2019) and it is said that this is the response of 
the Council of Ministers to your notice. The government says we have started collecting 
information through the Minister of Finance. We will inform you when it is completed so we 
will have to wait," he said. 

"We have sent two letters to the Legislative Council, one of which will be addressed 
immediately after the first reading of the draft resolution, with the same dilemma that we are 
directing all other proposals," said the Speaker of Parliament. 

Commenting on the draft law, which was given the first reading at the session and the 
quality was urgent, the head of the Islamic Society faction said: The reform bill contains a lot 
of injustice, and tyranny has been done to the ordinary retirees and martyrs and political 
prisoners, and it does not mention the region's income and the salaries of its employees in any 
way. 

"The reform project is an incomplete project, it does not talk about the important sectors of 
oil and gas, customs and border points and revenue, it just talks about spending, the general 
project of reform should include revenue," he said. "The Council of Ministers is regulating the 
drugs according to the bill, which is dangerous. The drugs should be seized illegally. The 
drugs should be regulated by law, and the government should not arbitrarily manipulate 
them," he said. : In the Kurdistan Region, there are 2,000 salaries, and the project does not 
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mention that special salaries need to be reduced for judges and members of the judiciary, he 
empathized. 

 Dr. Kazem Farooq, head of the new generation faction, said of the project: "The real 
reform is to make oil and gas revenues transparent, to make the Peshmerga forces 
independent and national, to create a clean and impartial election commission, to create local 
and local revenues. Timely distribution and savings will be returned to salaried workers, job 
opportunities will be provided to tens of thousands of young people and university graduates, 
the education and health sectors, agriculture and industry will be improved, cuts will be made 
to pensions, higher salaries and pensions, and non-reform. And the salaries of ordinary 
employees."  

In this regard, Dr. Sherko Jawdat, the leader of the United Faction, said that according to 
the content of the reform law, the regional government should be prosecuted, so it would have 
to reform. He also said,  We insist on the return of the salary savings and the minimum 
pension, and we demand that it not be less than 400 thousand. 

He added that the implementation of the draft law of the Yakgrtw Faction will return 100 
billion dinars to the public finances, which can be paid to the graduates of universities and 
institutes with a salary of (500) thousand dinars. He said that in the context of the dozens of 
government corruption scandals, the government could have decided on a set of reforms 
without its reform law, and that the situation in the Kurdistan Region would not be stable if 
the regional government did not reform. 

"No one dares to openly face the reform project, but from the bottom of the list, they are 
still struggling to make ends meet. " he said. 

He said no one knew what the 40 percent of the Kurdistan Region's revenue would go,even 
the finance minister himself. "The Ministry of Natural Resources is preventing us from 
following up on oil contracts and its revenues, in order to hide and perpetuate their 
corruption," he said. The regional government has not sent the budget to parliament for five 
years, which has opened the door to corruption. 
 
Session No. Twelve, dated (24/12/2019). 

"We have sent a letter to the government asking them to clarify the reasons for the lack of 
budget, part of which is related to the talks between the region and Baghdad," said MP Kazem 
Farooq on the budget deficit. "We need to put together some data on the activities of both the 
spring and autumn sessions in the first year of the parliamentary elections, including 26 
regular sessions and one extraordinary session, with 4 laws, 16 resolutions passed, four 
resolutions passed, and more than 27 draft resolutions passed," he said. "In the near future, we 
will provide full information on the attendance rate in parliamentary sessions and the 
meetings of the committees, the direction of the factions and the parliamentarians and the 
public," he said.  

He said members of parliament were absent from a total of (26) sittings of both terms in 
(10) sittings, but about (20) MPs out of a total of (111) MPs were present in all the sittings of 
the Parliament, and (4) MPs were present in all sittings of the Parliament and their committees 
attendance, and we will be conducting all of our follow-up procedures to members from next 
season on non-attendance at meetings. 
 
Thirteenth Session, dated (12/01/2020). 

A phenomenon that recurs every voting session which was; not voting on a member's 
proposal, and (3) members support it, so during the vote on the (drug) bill several points were 
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included in the joint report that no vote was taken. "So where did these proposals come from," 
he said. Then the MP, Mem Burhan, calls for a new internal and parliamentary law that has 
been amended since (29/09/2019). 

Later, the MP, Soran Omar, said: “On (16/10/2019) the Cleanliness Committee has passed 
the All-Cleanliness Act of the Presidency of the Parliament, asking me to explain how it has 
not been included in the work program yet. 

 "Yes, we have, but since all the hands are under the supervision of the parliament, they 
have a problem with the expiration of the legal term, we thought it would be good to do that 
after the arrival of the new president," the speaker said. 

"According to the second paragraph of Article (69) signed by (21) MPs, we have asked the 
Minister of Finance to be ready for questioning," said Karwan Abdul Rahman, a Member of 
Parliament. On (9/12/2019) our memorandum addressed to the President, in accordance with 
paragraph (3) of Article (70) it would be that if the incoming Minister needed clarification or 
time, he would have to reply within seven days, that period has elapsed and the gentlemen 
have not been present, we are requesting clarification. 
"We are emphasizing your request," the speaker said. 

On the questioning of the Minister of Finance, MP Ali Hamasalah, he said: “The question 
should be asked, the answer should be received, if the answer is not credible, then the 
questioning stage, where there was to go straight to the questioning stage. 

"We have cut all the steps so we have sent our inquiry," the speaker said. 
 
Session No. Fourteen, dated (13/01/2020). 

As part of the talks on the bill on wages and medicine, fighting broke out between the two 
MPs (the new generation and the party), after which the MPs did not allow the war to break 
out, and the Speaker suspended the sitting for a while and then adjourned the session. A 
parliamentary inquiry commission will be set up to look into the matter between the party's 
parliamentarians and the new generation. The Speaker, Kawa Abdul Qadir, later told the 
media that the Speaker and the Speaker of the Factions were to discuss and agree on Article 
VII of the Reform Bill, which discusses the retirement of high-ranking officials from the 
meeting and the leaders of the new and united factions of the boycott faction. 

Later, Dr. Rebwar Abdul Rahim, from the party faction, said: “We have been asking the 
finance minister for more than two months, why are we not responding to his request for 
clarification? 

"We urge the parliamentary secretary to reaffirm his commitment," the speaker said. 
"Currently, the pension fund in the Kurdistan Region has not been used before and has 

been used by the regional government for other purposes during the financial crisis," Finance 
Minister Awad Sheikh Janab said in response to a question from a member. "Since 2006, a 
pension fund has been set up in the Kurdistan Region. 6% of the employees 'salaries are 
deducted and added to the fund every month, but due to lack of money, the government has 
spent a total of the money in the fund for the employees' salaries," he said. Several lawmakers 
in the second reading of the law called for the repeal of the Judiciary Reform Bill, declaring, 
"These will be retired at one hundred percent of their salaries and allowances, and their 
pensions will be close to 12 million dinars."  

Several MPs from the opposition factions have spoken out against corruption at the border 
gates, and several MPs have called for the speaker not to be allowed to speak, but the speaker 
said: "The government is here and they can defend themselves." 

"Yes, there is a problem with the border gates and the government is working on it," said 
Dr. Vala Farid, the regional minister for parliamentary affairs. And she said to the Speaker, "It 
is not the policy that the Speaker has asked us to answer. The Speaker also said, 'I do not 
think it will be the cost of the Constitution.' 
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Session No. 15, dated (16/01/2020). 
At the beginning of the session, several PMs, in accordance with Article (91), took 

paragraph (3) of the Rules of Procedure and asked why their proposals were not included in 
the report of the Committee. The Finance and Legislative Committees said any proposal to 
impose a financial burden on the government, left the Democrats at the end, left the new 
generation, the community, the union, the hall, and the bill to amend the Retirement Bill was 
approved by a vote of (89) MPs. Abdulsattar Majeed, after approving the bill, said at a press 
conference: The Kurdistan Islamic Groupa faction has not made any subordinate or public 
agreements with any other faction in the Kurdistan Parliament, and it is not far from the truth 
that the existing bills and reforms are far from the truth. " The new generation faction later 
declared that what had happened in the parliament hall was to cut the pockets of the poor and 
the poor, to the pockets of high officials. " 

According to Kazem Farooq, they came out of the meeting and objected to the provisions 
of the bill because "the bill guarantees a salary of four million dinars to the retirees of the 
parliament." 

Abu Bakr al-Haldani, a member of the United Faction, said: "For two reasons, they left the 
parliament. First, the manner in which the meeting was chaired by the Kurdistan Parliament's 
presidency was prevented from being discussed as a matter of parliamentary legitimacy, in an 
attempt to stabilize their goals and pass the law. He said they had demanded that the proceeds 
go back to the government for special needs and martyrs and political prisoners, but most of 
those points were not fixed and approved by MPs under an agreement under the law, and In 
drafting the provisions of the Reform Act, unfortunately the Joint Committees have drafted 
their articles for scrutiny, dozens of MPs' proposals that have been in the public interest have 
not been included in the bill. , None of our proposals, which have received much support from 
parliamentarians, have been rejected, on the pretext of financial burdens, while the parliament 
should not justify it but the parliament should abide by the government’s values. Following 
the vote on the reform bill, the Supreme Council of the New Generation decided to remove 
the MP (Shadi Nawzad) from the New Generation faction due to his vote on the law, and the 
nominee said in a statement that he had already resigned from the new generation and had 
resigned from the presidency. There were several anti-law stances outside the parliament, 
including Jamal Qasim, the president of the Kurdistan Parliamentary Union, who told a press 
conference that he supported the reform bill, especially in terms of public spending, which we 
believe is part of the overall need for reform. And fundamentally in terms of revenue, 
especially in the oil and investment sectors He said the reforms needed to strengthen 
institutions, especially the parliament, to monitor executive power and combat corruption, 
which happened in a public way. Parliament and parliamentary personalities should be 
protected so that they can stand up to their duties. 

"The poor people who work in the market don't like that there is a six million 
parliamentarian, but why in the world do people study? Why do they inform themselves? That 
is why they have a good future." 

On the same day, a campaign for justice in the Kurdistan Region held another rally in front 
of the Kurdistan Parliament, calling for "reforms to be launched from the first person in the 
region." 

The justice campaign in a memorandum called on the parliament to reduce the basic salary 
of all high-ranking officials to 50% now, to adjust the pension in a way that is consistent with 
the country's income and the individual, and not to retire more than 3 million dinars. 
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Regarding the refusal of the parliamentarians to retire, the Speaker of the Kurdistan 
Parliament stated on 18/01/2020: Anyone covered by the law can't be deprived of their rights 
in accordance with the law.  But if with a legal text from another law, the arrests have been 
made so that anyone who is involved in the law can be deprived of their rights in accordance 
with the law." "In the case of MPs of all sessions of Parliament, pursuant to Article (4) of 
Article (7) of the Reform Act, they may retire as MPs, regardless of their age and service, and 
their credentials, This intervention does not preclude retirement in accordance with the law on 
retirement in the region (civil or military). " "Any member of the Fifth and Other Minutes, 
who does not wish to retire under this Act, may apply to the Parliament for a period not 
exceeding (30) days from the date of its enactment," he said. 
 
Session No. 16, dated (23/01/2020). 

At the legitimate request of the members of the Kurdistan Parliament, the KRG negotiating 
delegation was present to present the results of their meetings with the federal government 
regarding the (2020 budget and oil case) to the Kurdistan Parliament. The Deputy Speaker of 
the Kurdistan Parliament, who chaired the session, said: "Since the talks are still ongoing and 
have not yet been made public, I urge the first part of the session to be held in secret, with a 
vote of (73) members of the Kurdistan Parliament decided to adjourn the session." 
 
Session No. Seventh, dated (30/01/2020). 

"According to Article (66) Section (1), we (22) MPs have submitted a memorandum to the 
President on (16/01/2020) to hold a special parliamentary session on the migration of youth to 
abroad on a daily basis," said MP Sarchnar Ahmed. With the increase, the deadline has not 
yet been set, and today is the last day of the legislative session, we ask for clarification. "We 
have forwarded our memorandum to the Kurdish Rehabilitation Committee, to see what we 
can do in that session, and whenever we respond, we will definitely convene the session," the 
speaker said. Then the parliamentarian, Abu Bakr al-Haldani, said that the memorandum 
which had mentioned by Ms. Sarchnar and said that it was directed to of of that committee, it 
has not been directed because I am a member of that committee and it has not been received 
by us.  

"I have written it myself that it has been directed to you" the speaker said. 
Several MPs, on the non-response to their questions and not working on their 

memorandums, took the following points. 
The Speaker read out the names of the members of parliament who attended all the sittings 

of the Parliament and the meetings of the Committees, as well as those who had the least 
attendance, as well as the names of the members who received the most permits..At the end of 
the session, the Speaker said: "The unanswered questions, which numbered 155, have not 
been answered since our previous emphasis. We urge the Secretary to re-emphasize the 
answers to those questions." 
2- The Permanent Committees  

The work of the Permanent Committees is a key pillar in the legislative process and 
oversight of the institutions, during which time the Speaker and members of Parliament have 
been very critical of the work of the Committees, especially in writing reports on the proposed 
legislation. In the sittings of the Parliament, the attention of the Speaker of the Parliament and 
its members on the violations of the Constitution has been raised by the Permanent 
Committees, and in the appendix to the report a special section has been set out, apart from 
the duties of the Permanent Committees. In both parliamentary sessions (53) proposals and 
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bills have been directed to the committees, but according to the news of the parliamentary 
website, only (24) reports have been written, (10) members or a faction, under Article (36), 
can ask the committee for clarification. after passing (45). Forty-five days, when directing a 
project to a special committee. Pursuant to Article (41) of the Constitution, each permanent 
committee, in its four specialties, shall follow up, study and visit the field, on the level of 
implementation of the general laws, which are in the fundamental interests of the citizens of 
the region; , As well as monitoring the suitability of the systems and guidelines, which have 
been issued to facilitate the implementation of the Act with the main purpose of the Act, on 
the Permanent Committee is required, a report on the results of their follow-up and their 
recommendations is submitted to the Presidency. If we take a few laws, we will see that the 
committees have not fulfilled their duties, for example (Journalism Law in the Kurdistan 
Region No. (35) of 2007), there are several cases of journalists during the autumn term, which 
are not covered by this law, and have been impresioned. Or in violation of Law No. (1) of 
2011 on Non-Governmental Organizations, the Ministry of Finance is now dealing with 
companies in violation of the law, Violation of Law No. (5) of 2013 on the Right to 
Information and Operation by the Kurdistan Parliament itself and the issuance of instructions 
by the Council of Ministers, several other laws that the functions of the committees and 
parliamentarians should follow and pressure to implement. Pursuant to Article (49), any 
permanent, or special, committee may, within (48) forty-eight hours before the sitting of the 
Parliament, request the Presidency to discuss a phenomenon, or an event, or a general case, or 
any member, Within a period of not more than ten (10) minutes to submit an opinion, at this 
time the minimum committee and members have adhered to this authority. Regarding the 
presence of members in the meetings of the committees, the table of committees mentions the 
number of absences.  
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The task of overseeing the executive branch is organized in the internal rules of the 
parliament into several sections and several articles, which if we pay attention to the speeches 
of the Speaker of the Parliament and some of the members of Parliament in the sittings of the 
Parliament, After directing more than (260) questions and one request gor questioning to the 
Minister of Finance, we see that a significant part of the tasks set out in this manual have been 
neglected, or we will pay attention we see that the Permanent Committees of the Kurdistan 
Parliament, and parliamentarians have not taken serious action against the violations of the 
laws of the Kurdistan Parliament. 

The articles that authorize the members, the permanent committees, the presidency, to do 
the task of Censorshiping include:  
Article (30): 

First: Any permanent committee within the framework of the performance of its functions 
may form a sub-committee among its members. 
Article (40): 

Each permanent Committee may, at the request of one-third of its members, convene a 
hearing on any permanent matter relating to it, in particular to the Committee, for the benefit 
of government officials, the private sector, as well as experts and The civil society and anyone 
who knows it well, any member who can attend and discuss this session, should direct the 
summary hearing and its results, in a report, to the presidency. 
Article (41): 

Each permanent Committee shall, within the framework of its expertise, follow up, study 
and visit the field, on the level of implementation of the general laws, which are in the 
fundamental interest of the citizens of the region, as well as on the proper implementation of 
the rules and regulations of the system and regulations. It is necessary to submit a report on 
the results of their follow-up and their recommendations to the Board of Directors, and they 
can also take what is appropriate, in the light of the report. 
Article (42): 

First: The committees may request the President, to attend the meeting of the relevant 
Minister to attend the meeting of the Committee and to provide the necessary clarification, on 
the subject covered, in a manner not exceeding (3) three days from the date of the direction of 
the invitation. 

Second: The committees may, under the auspices of the Minister, at the meeting of the 
Committee, request the direction of the Secretary of Parliament. 

Third: The committees may, through the Deputy Speaker, ask the official and civil society 
organizations, to provide the necessary information, or to attend the meeting of the 
Committee. 
Article (49): 
First: 

1. Any permanent, or special, committee may, within (48) eight hours prior to the sitting of 
the Parliament, request the Presidency, to discuss a phenomenon, or an event, or a general 
matter. 

2-Every member has the right to submit an opinion within a period not exceeding ten (10) 
minutes. 
Second: 

Second - the task of Censorshiping 
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If necessary, the subject matter of the first (paragraph) may be discussed at the request of 
the committee or its members, in the presence of the Prime Minister, or the Special Minister, 
or both. 
Article (56): 

First: A Member may, subject to, one of the articles and clauses of the Constitution and the 
applicable laws, or one of the articles and clauses of this Code at any time during the sitting of 
the Parliament by a point of application request the permission of the President for a period of 
not more than (1) one minute. Do not speak without consideration (registration and order). 
Article (58): 

The Member may, by written request, orally, through the Presidency, send to the Prime 
Minister, or members of the Council of Ministers, to clarify an issue that falls within the four 
frameworks of his or her expertise or an issue that the Member does not know about, or does 
not agree with. The government should know about the matter. 
Article (60): 

Second: Within seven (7) days from the date of receipt of the question, the President shall 
forward the question to the Prime Minister or the Minister to whom the question is directed, 
through the Presidency of the Council of Ministers. 

Third: The party to whom the question is directed must answer the question within (7) 
seven days, in any case, the answer to the question shall not be delayed by more than (21) 
twenty-one days. 
Article (62): 

First: The Prime Minister, or a member of the Council of Ministers, may answer the oral 
question directly, or request a postponement for a period not exceeding fifteen (15) days. 
Second: Oral questions can be answered in writing, within a specified period of time. 
Article (66): 

First: (10) Ten members, may, submit a request to the Presidency to raise a public issue, 
for discussion, between Parliament and the Government, for the benefit of the public interest. 
Third: The Board of Directors shall, within a period not exceeding (14) days, adjourn the 
sitting. 
Article (68): 

Questioning involves asking the Prime Minister, or one of the members of the Council of 
Ministers, to explain the workings of the government and the reasons for the decisions, 
behaviors and actions that fall into their field of expertise. 
Article (69): 

Third: Negotiations on the questioning will not take place until (7) seven days, from the 
date of receipt of the request to the Presidency of the Council of Ministers. 
Article (70): 

Second: The respondent is required to respond within fourteen (14) days of receipt of the 
questionnaire. 

Fourth: The Presidency shall put the question and answer in the agenda of the nearest 
sitting, if the answer to the question, within the stipulated time, does not reach the Parliament, 
then the question only, will be the subject of the scheduled sitting discussion. 
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Third: The task of approving the budget 
 Budget Bill: 

One of the main tasks of the parliament is to approve the annual budget bill. According to 
the internal rules of the parliament, the Council of Ministers should send the estimated budget 
to the parliament 8at the beginning of October every year, but the budget has not gone to 
parliament for the last seven years (2014-2020). 
 
 Final count: 

Pursuant to Article (98) of the second part of the Internal Rules of Parliament, it is 
necessary for the Council of Ministers to send to the Parliament at the end of April of each 
year, the final count of the previous year. To know how to spend the budget and the spending 
areas, but the final count did not go to Parliament for the last nine (2011-2019) years. 
 

 
Result 

1- Comparing the priorities of the autumn term with the legislative situation, it appears that 
the presidency and the factions have done less to achieve their priorities. 
 

2. Several articles and clauses of the Internal Rules of Parliament, which relate to the work 
of legislation, oversight, permanent committees, the conduct of sittings, have been violated by 
the Presidency and the majority of MPs. 
 

3- Members of Parliament have not made any attempt to question the non-response of their 
questions by the members of the Council of Ministers, except for one request to the Minister 
of Finance. That too was not done. 
 

4. All of the articles in the Kurdistan Parliament's internal rules have caused a great deal of 
concern to opposition lawmakers and public opinion, in particular, the failure to read any draft 
law that would create a financial crisis on the government. 
 

5- In addition to the first reading for (22) proposals and draft laws and resolutions, but only 
(4) laws and (3) decisions were approved, while (141) priorities were announced in the 
autumn course. 
 

6- The removal of Article (2) of Article (110) of the Constitution concerned the opposition 
parties and some of the public opinion and put them in a plan against the opposition factions, 
the power factions and some of the observers with the expansion of the freedom of 
parliamentary work. 
 

7- By not sending the annual budget (2020), the government (cabinets 9,8,7) has not sent 
the final budget to the parliament for a period of (7) years and their final count (9) years 
(2011-2019). 
 

                                                 
8 The first paragraph of Article (98) of the Internal Rules of Parliament states: First: In the beginning of October, 
before the fiscal year, the budget will reach the Parliament. 
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8- According to Article (3) of Article (51) of the Internal Rules, the weekly sittings of the 
Parliament are to be held every third and fourth Saturdays, which means that (40) sittings 
should have been held, but within (5) months the Parliament has held only (18) sittings. 
 

9- The majority of the committees have always been reluctant to write a report on the draft 
legislation, which has had an impact on the legislative process, but the presidency has not 
complied with Article (37) and the Deputy Speaker has not complied with Article (19) of 
Article (3), which is four. Set to slow the work of the committees. 
 

10. The absence of MPs from the sittings of the Parliament and the meetings of the 
Committees has become apparent and as a result the list of attendees (17) of the Sittings of the 
Parliament and several meetings of the Committees has been published. 
 

11- The reform law was approved, but there are several criticisms of the law, including 
(did not specify the minimum pension, retiring private ranks outside the terms of other 
pensions). 
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Recommendations 

1-Political system has a direct impact on the nature and how the work of the parliament is 
conducted, the parliament before the drafting of the constitution of the region, the political 
system of the region should be the parliament, as one of the efforts to strengthen the 
parliament 
  

2- Despite the presence of a number of gaps, the implementation of internal regulations 
such as itself guarantees the functioning of the parliament, in terms of (legislation, 
institutional oversight, budget questions). 
 

3- In this course, there are many violations of the law (journalism, family violence, non-
governmental organizations, the right to information) by the government, even the parliament 
does not like to work on many laws, such as (the right to information) and it is important for 
parliamentarians and parliamentarians. Work on enforcing the rules. 
 

4- Apply the legislative decisions that have been passed in the previous sessions of the 
parliament, such as (the decision to support the people of Western Kurdistan) or (the 
Kurdistan Fund for Oil and Gas Revenue Law) have been approved and have not yet been 
implemented. 
 

5. There are several important tasks that need to be worked on in the spring term, such as 
(pressure to send and approve the budget, pressure to bring the end of 2019, the passage of the 
Social Security and Health Act, the functioning of the Constitutional Committee). 
 

6- Renewal of the chairmanship of the commissions (Human Rights, Integrity, Financial 
Supervision, Election Commission) that are over the Parliament and all of them have expired.  
 

7- Parliament should play its role in resolving the crisis between the region and Bagdad.  
 

8- To approve a new law for the election of the Kurdistan Parliament, which will be 
compatible with the multi-constituency and to resolve disputes between the election law and 
the internal rules of the parliament. 
 

9. Work on the electronic voting system in the sittings of the parliament, which is ready in 
the third term of the parliament for work and a lot of budget has been spent on the renovation 
of the sitting halls, but so far this system does not work. This system needs to be used for the 
correctness and confidentiality of voting. 
 

10- Committees in the spring to complete reports that are late in completing them.  
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Summary of the number of autumn courses 

Table No. (8) 
No. Title No. Note 
1.  The number of sittings held in parliament 18  
2.  Number of delayed meetings  3 Part of the sessions 

were closed 
3.  Number of work items 43  
4.  Number of work items / implemented 43  
5.  Number of working /  unimplemented 0  
6.  The number of draft laws and proposals and the decision 

that the first reading had been done to  
22  

7.  Number of approved laws 4  
8.  Number of approved decisions 3  
9.  Number of Council of Ministers members requested by 

MPs to attend Parliament 
3 * Showing 

negotiations 
  Regional 

Government 
* Minister of 
Agriculture 

* Minister of 
Commerce 

10.  The number of members of the Council of Ministers 
who were requested by the members of the House of 
Representatives but did not attend. 

2 * Minister of 
Finance 

* Oil and Gas 
Regional Council 

11.  The number of members of the Council of Ministers 
was present at their request in the Parliament Hall 

1 * Minister of 
Electricity 

12.  The number of inquiries (answers) of the members of 
the Council of Ministers 

0  

13.  Number of meetings of the committees 223  
14.  The number of reports of the committees is written on 

the Project Law 
24  

15.  The number of reports of the committees on the draft 
laws that were required to be written and it has not 
written 

53  

16.  The number of questions asked by members to the 
government 

264 It may be more 

17.  Number of the members questions that were answered  145 It may be more 
18.  Number of the members questions that were not 

answered 
115  
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The status of the parliamentary committees and their work and activities 
during the autumn binding period 

We as Pay Institution  want to thank the committees (civil society, Integrity, municipalities 
and tourism, Kurdish regions outside the region) for supporting the information of the 
committees. 

Table No. (9) 
Legislative Affairs Committee during the autumn Bonding Course 

(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 
 

Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 
- - PDK Chair Bzhar Xalid Abdulla  1.  
- 2 PUK Vice-chair Abas Fatah Salih 2.  
- 1 Gorran Rapporteur  Jalal Mohammed Amin 3.  
- - Kurdistan 

Islamic 
Group 

Member  Rupak Ahmed Rahman  4.  

- 2 PDK Member Abdulsalam Abdula Hasan  5.  
- 2 PUK Member Rozhan Mohammed Karim  6.  
- - PDK Member Xadija Omer Taha 7.  
1 - New 

Generation 
Member Kawa Abdulqadr Hasan  8.  

- - P.G.T Member Sara Dilshad Abubakr 9.  
- - H.Y.N Member Robina Aumlik Aziz 10.  
- - PDK Member Rozhan Ibrahim Ali 11.  

 
        

* Arshad Hussein Mohammed, from the party faction, was not on the committee and had      
one permission.  

Note No. Title No. 
 26 The law projects that was directed  1.  
 9 The law project which report is written on 2.  
 17 The law project which report is not written 

on 
3.  

 25 Committee meetings 4.  
 2 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
 - Follow-up and research 6.  
 - Field visit 7.  
* Minister of Trade and Industry 
* Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs 
* Minister of the Region and Secretary of the 
Council of Ministers. 
* Minister of the Region, Minister of 
Martyrs, Secretary of the Council of 
Ministers 
* Chairman of the Board of Directors 

5 Minister's participation in the meetings 8.  

 - Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (10) 
Committee on Finance and Economic Affairs during the autumn Bonding Course 

(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 
 

Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 
- 1 PUK Chair Zyad Jabar Mohammed  1. 
- - PDK Vice-chair Hevidar Ahmed Salman  2. 
- 3 P.G.T Rapporteur  Mohammed Saadadin Anwar 3. 
- 4 PDK Member  Arshad Hussen Mohammed  4. 
- 1 PDK Member Liza Falakadin Kakay 5. 
- - PDK Member Bahjat Ali Ibrahim 6. 
- - PDK  Member Najat Shaaban Abdullah  7. 
- 1 Gorran  Member Balen Esmail Haji 8. 
- 4 Kurdistan 

Islamic 
Group 

Member Soran Omer Said  9. 

- 2 Kurdistan 
Islamic 
Union 

Member Sherko Jawdat Mustafa  10. 

- 1 PUK Member Sarko Azad Hseen  11. 
* - In the parliament's website Ali Hama Salih has not yet been removed from the 

committee and Balen Ismail has not been added to the committee yet. Ali Hama Salih had (3) 
permission.  
 

Note No. Title No. 
 3 The law projects that was directed  1.  
 1 The law project which report is written 

on 
2.  

 2 The law project which report is not 
written on 

3.  

 15 Committee meetings 4.  
 3 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
* For customs issues and how to facilitate 
business. 
* General Manager of Regional Banks. 

2 Follow-up and research 6.  

 2 Field visit 7.  
* Minister of State for Parliamentary 
Affairs and Minister of Finance and 
Economy. 
* Ministers (Region for Parliamentary 
Affairs, Interior, Martyrs). 
* Secretary of the Council of Ministers 
* Minister of Regional Affairs, Minister of 
Finance and Economy, Minister of the 
Region for the Kurdistan Region, Secretary 
and Chairman of the Presidency of the 
Council of Ministers. 
* Minister of the Region, Minister of 
Martyrs, Secretary of the Council of 
Ministers 

6 Minister's participation in the meetings 8.  

 - Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (11) 
The Peshmerga Committee during the the autumn Bonding Course 

(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 
 

Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 
- - PDK Chair Reving Muhammed 

Muhammed  
1.  

- 2 PUK Vice-chair Osman Karim Swara 2.  
- - Gorran Rapporteur  Rzgar Muhammed Mahmod  3.  
- 1 PDK Member  Sarwan Muhammed Ali  4.  
- 1 PDK Member Hikmat Muhammed Abuzaid 5.  
- 1 PDK Member Bzhar Xalid Abdullah  6.  
- 1 PDK Member Saeed Mustafa Tatarxan  7.  
- 3 PUK Member Jamal Hawez Mustafa  8.  
- 2 PUK Member Balanbo Muhammed Ali 9.  
- - Yakgrtw Member Abubakr Omer Abdulla 10.  
- - Sardam Member Bapir Kamala Sleman  11.  

 
* -Romio Huzaian Nisan, absent from the committee, had one permit and one absence. 

Note No. Title No. 
 3 The law projects that was directed  1.  
 2 The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 1 The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 10 Committee meetings 4.  
 8 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
* The martyrdom of two 
Peshmergas in the 70th unit. 

1 Follow-up and research 6.  

 7 Field visit 7.  
* Minister of the Region and 
Secretary of the Council of 
Ministers. 
* Minister of the Region, Minister 
of Martyrs, Secretary of the 
Council of Ministers. 

2 Minister's participation in the 
meetings 

8.  

* To prepare for the drug bill. 
* Loss of life (Majid Harouti) 

2 Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (12) 
Local and Security Committees and local councils during the autumn Bonding Course 

(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020)  
 

Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 
- - Gorran  Chair Shaxawan Rauf  Mustafa 1.  
- 1 PUK Vice-chair Balanbo Muhammed Ali 2.  
- - PDK Rapporteur  Hikmat Muhammed Abuzaid 3.  
- - PDK Member  Rzgar Esa Swar 4.  
- - PDK Member Nzar Mala Abdulxafar 5.  
- - PDK Member Muhsin Hussen Mustafa 6.  
- - PDK Member Arshad Hussen Muhammed  7.  
- 2 PUK Member Hawre Bana Muhamed  8.  
- 1 PUK Member Abdulnasr Ahmed Ali 9.  
- 1 Gorran  Member Yasin Xzr Taha  10.  
- 1 New 

Generation 
Member Kawa Abdulqadr Hussen  11.  

  
* The Chairman of this Committee was elected on 20/11/2019, and the Committee was 

formed on (13/11/2019) in its sitting No. (7). 
Note No. Title No. 

 4 The law projects that was directed  1. 
 1 The law project which report is 

written on 
2. 

 3 The law project which report is 
not written on 

3. 

 10 Committee meetings 4. 
 - Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5. 
 - Follow-up and research 6. 
 - Field visit 7. 
* Minister of State for 
Parliamentary Affairs 
* Minister of the Region and 
Secretary of the Council of 
Ministers. 
* Minister of the Region, 
Minister of Martyrs, Secretary of 
the Council of Ministers. 

3 Minister's participation in the 
meetings 

8. 

 - Establish a subcommittee 9. 
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Table No. (13) 
Agriculture and Audit Committee during the autumn Bonding Course 

(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020)  
 

Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 
- - Kurdistan 

Islamic 
Group 

Chair Abdulstar Majid Qadr 1.  

- - PDK Vice-chair Shwan Karim Muhammed  2.  
- - PDK Rapporteur  Safin Agha Omer  3.  
- 1 PDK Member  Gulstan Baqy Sleman  4.  
- 1 PDK Member Ehsan Muhammed Salim  5.  
- 2 PUK Member Hersh Hassan Muhammed  6.  
- 2 PUK Member Osman Karim Swara  7.  
- 1 Gorran  Member Yasin Xzr Taha  8.  
1 1 New 

Generation 
Member Sipan Salm Hassan  9.  

- 1 Yakgrtw  Member Halz Ahmed Muhammed  10.  
- - H.Y.N Member Jinan Jabar Boya 11.  

 
 
* -Sabah Mahmoud, was not on the committee and had one permission. 

Note No. Title No. 
 3 The law projects that was directed 1.  
 1 The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 2 The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 9 Committee meetings 4.  
 2 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
 - Follow-up and research 6.  
 - Field visit 7.  
* Minister of Agriculture and 
Water Resources 

1 Minister's participation in the 
meetings 

8.  

* In order to visit the border gate 
area 

1 Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (14) 
Committee on Education and Higher Education and Scientific Research during the 

autumn Bonding Course (September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 
 

Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 
- - PDK Chair Abdulsalam Abdulla Hassan  1.  
- - Kurdistan 

Islamic 
Group 

Vice-chair Muslim Abdulla Rasul 2.  

- - PDK Rapporteur  Galawezh Obed Osman  3.  
- - PDK Member  Hasiba Saed Ibrahim  4.  
- - PDK Member Gulstan Baqy Sleman  5.  
- 1 PUK Member Shamol Ashty Sabir  6.  
- 3 PUK Member Rahy Rahbar Ibrahim  7.  
1 - Gorran  Member Ashna Abdulla Qadr  8.  
- 1 PDK Member Zedan Rashidxan Awdal  9.  
- 1 Yakgrtw  Member Halz Ahmed Muhammed  10.  
- 1 Rafidaen Member Farid Yaqub Elia  11.  

 
* -Shadi Nawzad, was not on the committee and had two permissions.   

 
 

Note No. Title No. 
 1 The law projects that was directed  1.  
 0 The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 1 The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 13 Committee meetings 4.  
 3 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
 - Follow-up and research 6.  
 4 Field visit 7.  
* Minister of Education 
* Minister of Higher Education and 
Scientific Research 

2 Minister's participation in the 
meetings 

8.  

* To find a solution to the problems 
of Syriac education in Duhok 
province. 
* Intended to pursue a number of 
complaints against universities. 

2 Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (15) 
Committee on Health, Environment and Consumer Affairs during the autumn Bonding 

Course 
(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 

 
Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 

- - PDK Chair Sabah Mahmood Muhammed  1.  
- 1 Gorran  Vice-chair Shayan Kaka Salih  2.  
- - PDK Rapporteur  Rozhan Ibrahim Ali 3.  
- 2 PDK Member  Zana Xalid Smail 4.  
- - PDK Member Galawezh Obed Osman  5.  
- 1 PDK Member Baxtyar Shukry Sleman  6.  
- 5 PUK Member Loqman Hamad Haji  7.  
- 4 PUK Member Shno Ahqy Surchy 8.  
- 2 Gorran  Member Jalal Muhammed Amin  9.  
- 3 New 

Generation 
Member Kazm Farooq Namq  10.  

1 2 Kurdistan 
Islamic 
Group  

Member Muslim Abdulla Rasul 11.  

 
 

* -Rozhan Ibrahim, is not on the committee and has one permission . 
Note No. Title No. 

 4 The law projects that was directed  1.  
 1 The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 3 The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 15 Committee meetings 4.  
 8 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
* Drug status 1 Follow-up and research 6.  
 3 Field visit 7.  
* Minister of State for Parliamentary 
Affairs 
* Minister of Health 

2 Minister's participation in the 
meetings 

8.  

* Drug status 1 Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (16) 
Committee on the Affairs of Martyrs and Genocide and Political Prisoners during the 

autumn bonding course 
(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 

 
Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 

- - PDK Chair Sawsan Muhammed Mirxan  1.  
- - PDK Vice-chair Zhyan Tahir Ahmed  2.  
- 1 PUK Rapporteur  Hazhan Hassan Ahmed  3.  
1 1 PDK Member  Bahman Abdulla Ahmed  4.  
- 1 PDK Member Edris Ismael Abush  5.  
- - PDK Member Lanja Ibrahim Abdulrahman  6.  
- 1 PUK Member Rozhan Muhammed Karim  7.  
- 1 Gorran  Member Shaxawan Rauf  Mustafa 8.  
- 1 Independent Member Dyari Anwar Hamarahim  9.  
- - Kurdistan 

Islamic 
Group  

Member Osman Ali Smael  10.  

- 2 Arman  Member Fahik Kamal Sughumun 11.  
 
 

* -The following members are not in the committee anymore: (Sarwan Mohammad, has 
one permission, two absences), (Abdul Nasser Ahmed Ali, has two permissions), (Rizgar 
Mohammad, has two permissions), (Hawraman Hamasharif, has 5 absences. 2 permissions) 

 
Note No. Title No. 

 2 The law projects that was directed  1. 
 2 The law project which report is 

written on 
2. 

 0 The law project which report is 
not written on 

3. 

 13 Committee meetings 4. 
 9 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5. 
 - Follow-up and research 6. 
 1 Field visit 7. 
* Minister of Martyrs and Anfal 
Victims of the Regional Government 
* Minister of the Region and Secretary 
of the Council of Ministers. 
* Minister of the Region, Minister of 
Martyrs, Secretary of the Council of 
Ministers. 
* Minister of the Region and Minister 
of Martyrs 

4 Minister's participation in the 
meetings 

8. 

 - Establish a subcommittee 9. 
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Table No. (17) 
Kurdistan Relations and Relations Committee during the autumn bonding course 

(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020)  
 

Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 
- - PDK  Chair Rebwar Abdulrahim Abdula  1.  
- 1 PUK  Vice-chair Karwan Abdulrahman 

Abdula  
2.  

- - Yakgrtw Rapporteur  Abubakr Omer Abdula  3.  
- 1 PDK  Member  Zhyan Tahir Ahmed  4.  
- 1 PDK Member Chya Hamid Sharif  5.  
1 1 PDK Member Edres Ismael Abush 6.  
- 2 PUK Member Shirin Younis Abdula  7.  
- 1 Gorran  Member Balen Ismael Haji  8.  
- 1 Independent Member Sirwan Faraj Muhamed  9.  
1 1 P.G.T  Member Muhammed Saaddadin 

Anwar  
10.  

 
* -The following members are not present in the committee anymore: (Ashna Abdullah, 

two permits), (Chia Hamid, one absent), (Salma Fateh one permit, and 2 absent), (Abdulstar 
Majid, one permit, and 2 absent). 
 

Note No. Title No. 
 - The law projects that was directed  1.  
 - The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 - The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 11 Committee meetings 4.  
 5 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
* Bootleg travel abroad  1 Follow-up and research 6.  
 4 Field visit 7.  
* Head of External Relations 1 Minister's participation in the 

meetings 
8.  

* Bootleg Travel abroad via airports. 1 Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (18) 
The Committee for the Kurdistan Region Outside the Region during the autumn 

bonding Course 
(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 

 
Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 

- - PDK Chair Jwan Younis Mahmud  1.  
- 1 PUK Vice-chair Jamal Hawez Mustafa  2.  
- - PUK Rapporteur  Abdulnasr Ahmed Ali  3.  
- - PDK Member  Mam Askandar Mam  4.  
- 1 PDK Member Hadya Murad Haidar  5.  
- - PDK Member Liza Falakadin Sabir  6.  
- 1 Gorran  Member Shirin Amin Abdulaziz  7.  
- - Gorran  Member Goran Omer Ali  8.  
- - Independent Member Sirwan Faraj Muhammed  9.  
- - Azadi  Member Mhedin Hassan Yousif  10.  
- - H.Y.N Member Robina Aumlik Aziz  11.  

 
* -Safin Agha, is not on the committee anymore and had one permit.  

 
Note No. Title No. 

 - The law projects that was directed  1.  
 - The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 - The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 8 Committee meetings 4.  
 14 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
 - Follow-up and research 6.  
 - Field visit 7.  
* Minister of Regional Affairs for the 
Kurdistan Region outside the region. 

1 Minister's participation in the 
meetings 

8.  

* The plight of Shangal refugees and 
orphans. 

1 Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (19) 
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, Industry and Trade during the autumn 

bonding Course 
 (September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 

 
Absent  Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 

- - Gorran  Chair Ali Hama Salih Taha 1.  
- - PDK  Vice-chair Gulizar Rashid Haji 2.  
- 1 PUK Rapporteur  Sarko Azad Hseen  3.  
- 1 PDK Member  Peshawa Tahir Mustafa  4.  
- 2 PDK Member Jihad Hassan Ibrahim  5.  
- - PDK Member Baxtyar Shukry Sleman  6.  
- 3 PDK Member Rebwar Abdulrahim Abdula  7.  
- 1 PUK Member Karwan Abdulrahman Abdul  8.  
- 4 Kurdistan 

Islamic 
Group  

Member Soran Omer Saeed  9.  

- 3 Yakgrtw  Member Sherko Jawdat Mustafa  10.  
- - H.Y.N Member Jinan Jabar Boya  11.  

 
 

Note No. Title No. 
 6 The law projects that was directed  1.  
 1 The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 5 The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 10 Committee meetings 4.  
 5 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
* Non-distribution of white oil to 
people. 

1 Follow-up and research 6.  

 3 Field visit 7.  
 - Minister's participation in the 

meetings 
8.  

 - Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (20) 
Committee on Municipalities, Transportation, Transportation and Tourism during the 

autumn bonding course  
(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 

 
Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 

- - PUK Chair Luqman Hamad Haji  1.  
- - PDK Vice-chair Rzgar Esa Swar  2.  
- 1 PDK Rapporteur  Nzar Mala Abdulghafar 3.  
- 1 PDK Member  Najat Shaaban Abdullah 4.  
- - PDK Member Zedan Rshidxan Awdal  5.  
- - Azadi Member Mhedin Hassan Yousif  6.  
- - PUK Member Zikra Ahmed Ismael  7.  
- - Gorran  Member Rzgar Muhammed Mahmood  8.  
- - New 

Generation 
Member Sipan Slam Hassan  9.  

- 2 Yakgrtw  Member Sarchnar Ahmed Mahmood  10.  
- 1 Kldani  Member Klara Audisho Yaaqub  11.  

  
* -Bahjat Ali, is not on the committee and has one permission.  

 
Note No. Title No. 

 2 The law projects that was directed  1.  
 2 The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 0 The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 15 Committee meetings 4.  
 8 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
 7 Follow-up and research 6.  
 5 Field visit 7.  
* Minister of Regional Affairs and 
Deputy Minister of Municipal Affairs. 

2 Minister's participation in the 
meetings 

8.  

* For home water quality issues. 1 Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (21) 
Rehabilitation and Investment Committee during during the autumn bonding course 

 (September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020)  
 

Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 
- - PUK Chair Hawre Bana Muhammed  1.  
- - PDK Vice-chair Bhjat Ali Ibrahim  2.  
- - PDK Rapporteur  Zahir Muhammed Ali  3.  
- - PDK Member  Bahman Abdulla Ahmed  4.  
- 1 PDK Member Shwan Karim Muhammed  5.  
- - PDK Member Safin Agha Omer  6.  
- 1 PUK Member Shamol Ashty Sabir  7.  
- 1 Gorran  Member Daban Muhammed Hseen  8.  
- - Kurdistan 

Islamic 
Group  

Member Hawraman Hamasharif  9.  

- 1 New 
Generation 

Member Mzhda Mahmood 
Muhammed  

10.  

 
* The Chairman of this Committee was elected on 20/11/2019, and the Committee was 

formed on (13/11/2019) in its sitting No. (7). Osman Ali Smile has one permission. 
 

Note No. Title No. 
 - The law projects that was directed  1.  
 - The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 - The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 6 Committee meetings 4.  
 2 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
 - Follow-up and research 6.  
 4 Field visit 7.  
 - Minister's participation in the 

meetings 
8.  

* Visiting universities and institutes 
that have been approved for 
reconstruction by the Board of 
Investment. 
* Residential units for low-income 
people. 

2 Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (22) 
Committee on Education, Civil Society, Sports and Youth during the autumn bonding 

course 
(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020)  

Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 
1 1 PUK Chair Salma Fatih Tofiq  1.  
1 3 PDK Vice-chair Jalal Muhammed Abdullah  2.  
- 1 PDK Rapporteur  Muhsin Hussen  3.  
- 1 PDK Member  Peshawa Tahir Mustafa 4.  
1 - PDK Member Gulizar Rashid Haji 5.  
- 4 PUK Member Faisal Abas Aula  6.  
- - Gorran  Member Goran Omer Ali  7.  
- 2 Independent Member Mam Burhan Qanih  8.  
- 5 Kurdistan 

Islamic 
Group  

Member Rupak Ahmed Rahman  9.  

1 1 Millat  Member Azad Akram Bahram  10.  
 

* - Saeed Mustafa, absent from the committee and has two permission  and two absences, 
Muslim Abdullah, absent from the committee and has one permission.  
 

Note No. Title No. 
 2 The law projects that was directed  1.  
 2 The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 0 The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 14 Committee meetings 4.  
 16 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
*on spending 20 billion for 
Sulaymaniyah's enlightenment 
capital . 
* How to spend $ 5 million on Erbil 
as the tourism capital of the Arab 
world. 

2 Follow-up and research 6.  

 4 Field visit 7.  
* Minister of Trade and Industry. 
* Chairman of the Human Rights 
Commission 

2 Minister's participation in the 
meetings 

8.  

* All laws on non-governmental 
organizations in the Kurdistan 
Region. 

1 Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (23) 
  The inaugural committee during the autumn binding course 

(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 
 

Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 
- 1 Gorran  Chair Shirin Amin Abdulaziz  1.  
- - PDK Vice-chair Saeed Mustafa Tatarxan  2.  
- - PDK Rapporteur  Hevidar Ahmed Salman  3.  
- 4 PDK Member  Omed Abdulrahman Hseen  4.  
- 1 PDK Member Layla Abduljabar Hado 5.  
- 1 PDK Member Waesy Saeed Waesy  6.  
- - PUK Member Shno Ashqy Abdullah  7.  
- 2 Gorran  Member Daban Muhammed Hussen  8.  
- 1 New 

Generation 
Member Mzhda Mahmud Muhammed 9.  

- 3 Yakgrtw Member Sarchnar Ahmed Mahmood 10.  
 

* -Robina Umlik Aziz, is not on the committee and has two permissions.  
 

Note No. Title No. 
 - The law projects that was directed  1.  
 - The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 - The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 12 Committee meetings 4.  
 1 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
* To spend $ 5 million earmarked for 
Erbil province as the tourism capital of 
the Arab world. 
* Determination of 261 million dinars 
from the Acre College of Education. 
* Household water standards. 
* More than 2 billion dinars have been 
lost from the Sulaymaniyah 
Implementation Command. 

4 Follow-up and research 6.  

 15 Field visit 7.  
* Minister of Parliamentary Affairs and 
Deputy Minister of Municipalities. 

1 Minister's participation in the 
meetings 

8.  

* Problems with household water 
metering. 
* Citizens' demands. 
* Citizens' demands. 
* Aiming to visit the Sulaymaniyah 
Investigation Office under the Rania 
and Halabja Bureau of Corrections. 

4 Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (24) 
Parliamentary Affairs Committee and Complaints during the Autumn Binding Course 

(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 
Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 

- - Yakgrtw Chair Esmail Ali Taha 1.  
- - PDK Vice-chair Chya Hamid Sharif  2.  
- - PDK Rapporteur  Reving Muhammed 

Muhammed  
3.  

1 - PDK Member  Sarwan Muhammed Ali  4.  
- - PDK Member Xadija Omer Taha  5.  
- - PDK Member Sausan Muhammed Mirxan  6.  
- - PUK Member Hazhan Hassan Ahmed  7.  
1 - PUK Member Rahi Rahbar Saed Braem  8.  
- 1 Gorran  Member Shayan Kaka Salih  9.  
- - Turkmen 

Front 
Member Himdad Sabah Bilal  10.  

1 1 Rafidaen Member Farid Yaqub Eleia  11.  
 

* The Chairman of this Committee was elected on 20/11/2019, and the Committee was 
formed on (13/11/2019) in its sitting No. (7). 
 

Note No. Title No. 
 - The law projects that was directed  1. 
 - The law project which report is 

written on 
2. 

 - The law project which report is 
not written on 

3. 

 6 Committee meetings 4. 
 1 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5. 
* Follow up on the renovation of 
the house and 
  Apartments and parliaments and 
how to spend the allocated 
money. 

1 Follow-up and research 6. 

 - Field visit 7. 
 - Minister's participation in the 

meetings 
8. 

 - Establish a subcommittee 9. 
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Table No. (25) 
The Committee on Endowments and Religious Affairs during the Autumn Binding 

Course 
(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 

 
Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 

- - Kurdistan 
Islamic 
Group  

Chair Hawraman Hamasharif 1.  

- - PDK Vice-chair Ehsan Muhammed Salim  2.  
- - PDK Rapporteur  Waysi Saed Waysi 3.  
- 1 PDK Member  Jihad Hassan Ibrahim  4.  
- - PDK Member Hadya Murad Haidar  5.  
- - PDK Member Zahir Muhammed Ali  6.  
- 1 PUK Member Faisal Abas Aula  7.  
- 1 PUK Member Herish Hassan Hamad  8.  
- 1 New 

Generation 
Member Kazim Faruq Namiq  9.  

- - Yakgrtw  Member Ismael Ali Taha  10.  
- 1 Ashury Member Klara Audisho Yaqoub  11.  

 
Note No. Title No. 

 - The law projects that was directed  1.  
 - The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 - The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 8 Committee meetings 4.  
 1 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
 - Follow-up and research 6.  
 3 Field visit 7.  
* Minister of Endowments and 
Religious Affairs 

1 Minister's participation in the 
meetings 

8.  

 - Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (26) 
Committee on Social Affairs and Human Rights Advocacy during the Autumn Binding 

Course (September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 
 

Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 
- - H.Y.N Chair Romio Huzairan Nisan  1.  
- 1 Gorran  Vice-chair Gulistan Saeed Muhammed  2.  
- 2 Kurdistan 

Islamic 
Group  

Rapporteur  Badrya Ismael Mahmud  3.  

- - PDK Member  Hasiba Saeed Ibrahim  4.  
- 1 PDK Member Layla Abduljabar Hado  5.  
- 3 PDK Member Zana Xalid Ismael  6.  
- 3 Pdk Member Mam Askandar Mam  7.  
- 1 Gorran  Member Shirin Younis Abdulla  8.  
- - PUK Member Zikra Ahmed Ismael  9.  
- 1 Independent Member Shadi Nawzad Wahab  10.  
- 2 Turkmen 

Front 
Member Himdad Sabah Bilal 11.  

 
* -The following members are no longer present in the committee: (Ihsan Mohammad, one 

permit and four absent), (Juan Younis, one permit), (Salma Fateh, two permits). 
 

Note No. Title No. 
 3 The law projects that was directed  1.  
 1 The law project which report is 

written on 
2.  

 2 The law project which report is 
not written on 

3.  

 16 Committee meetings 4.  
 8 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5.  
 - Follow-up and research 6.  
 12 Field visit 7.  
* Minister of State for Parliamentary 
Affairs 
* Chairman of the Human Rights 
Commission 

1 Minister's participation in the 
meetings 

8.  

 - Establish a subcommittee 9.  
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Table No. (27) 
Women's Rights Advocacy Committee during the Autumn Binding Course 

(September 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020) 
 

Absent Permission Fraction Rank Names No. 
- - PDK Chair Lanja Ibrahim Abdulrahman  1.  
- 1 Independent Vice-chair Shadi Nawzad Wahab  2.  
- 1 PDK  Rapporteur  Jwan Younis Mahmood  3.  
- 2 Gorran  Member  Jalal Muhammed Abdullah  4.  
- 2 PUK Member Salma Fatih Tofiq  5.  
- - PDK Member Gulistan Saeed Muhamed  6.  
- 2 Kurdistan 

Islamic 
Group  

Member Badrya Ismael Mahmood 7.  

 
* The chairman of this committee was elected on 20/11/2019, and the committee was formed 
on (13/11/2019) in the 7th session. Ashna Abdullah Qadir is no longer a member in the 
committee and has three permissions. 
 

Note No. Title No. 
 - The law projects that was directed  1. 
 - The law project which report is 

written on 
2. 

 - The law project which report is 
not written on 

3. 

 7 Committee meetings 4. 
 4 Listening Sessions (Welcome) 5. 
 - Follow-up and research 6. 
 2 Field visit 7. 
 - Minister's participation in the 

meetings 
8. 

 - Establish a subcommittee 9. 
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Appendix No. (1) 
Text of the speech of the Speaker of Parliament at the opening session of the 

autumn session@
òîbq@ðÜí‚@ñòìóä†‹Ø@n“ïäa†@óÜ@çbàóÜŠóq@ðØûŠó@ñŠbmì@ðÔò† 

@@òîbq@ðÜí‚@ñòìóä†‹Ø@n“ïäa†óÜ@ñˆûŠ@@@@óàó“ØóîQOPYORPQY@@@pbÈóQQ@@@@@ðØûŠó@×óîbÐ@ŒaíŽîŠN†@LìíšòíŽîŠói@ûŠòíïå“Žïq@ñ@
@@@†‹Ù’óÙ“Žïq@ðÙŽîŠbmì@òìóîóäüi@ìói@çbn†ŠíØ@ðäbàóÜŠóq@@ðmìZ@@@@@@@@@@ðäŠa‰jÜóè@ðàóvåŽïq@ðÜí‚@ðàóØóî@ðÜbóÜ@ça‡Žî‹ @ñòîbq@ðÜí‚

óÜ@çbn†ŠíØ@ðáŽîŠóè@ðmóàíÙy@ðàóèüä@ñóåïibØói@μ“‚óióäbánà@ì@pbØò‡Žïrnò†@çbn†ŠíØ@ðäbàóÜŠóq@QPOPWORPQY@@ñŠóèìóu@ðÜb‚
@ŒŠòì@ãó÷@ñòìòŠóØbïu@ì@@@@@@@@ðäìíša†aì†ói@ì@ñ‹Žî†ìbš@ì@çbäa†bbî@ðäbØòììŠ@óÜ@óÙäíš@LãóØóî@ðäbäa†bbî@ñŒŠòì@óÜ@oŽïiò†@ò

@@@ñóäaìŠ@óä‹ @óîüi@LçaŠbnäbàóÜŠóq@ì@çbàóÜŠóq@ñünó÷@ónŽîìóØò†@Œaìbïu@ìóåïÔónaŠ@ðØŠó÷@âŽîŠóè@ðïn“ @ñóu†íi@ðäbØóïîŠbØò†bàb÷
ó÷@ì@oŽïióè@óØòŒŠòì@üi@çb¹ììŠ@ðïÉî‹’óm@Žî†ìbš@ðØŠ@@@ó óÜ@kîŠómìbè@”ïmóàíÙy@ðä†‹Ùî‹ÿ@@@@@@ìbbî@ñòíŽïšŠaíšóÜ@çbäa†bbî@ðØŠó÷

@@@@@@@@@@”Žïq@“ óiNçóØò†@‰Žî‹äòŠ@Øóî@ð’ŒŠó÷@ì@…óîbi@ì@çóØò†@ìaìóm@Øóî@óØŠó÷@ìì†@ãó÷@óÙäíš@Læî‹ óä@ò‡î†bä@ü‚ìbä@ñìò‹îóq
ä‹ ói@çbäa†bbî@ñòŒŠòì@ãó÷@üi@çbàóäaìŠ@ì@çþq@ñììŠóån‚@@@@@@@ñŒŠòìóÜ@óØ@ñóäaŠbî‹i@ìbbîòŒbïå“Žïq@ìó÷@ðìíäòŠbšóÜ@μäaŒò†@ð

Nòìa‹Ø@“Žïq@óØ@oŽïi@òìó÷@ñbåióà@Šói@çbàìímbèa†@ðäþq@ñòìó÷üi@òìóåîóÙi@çbmŠa†b b÷@çìa‹Ø@çbàóÜŠóq@ñónaŠb÷@ìí“Žïq@@
I@“ @ñüØSTäaìó÷@ìòìa‹Ø@çbàóÜŠóq@ðïmóîbØûŠó@ñónaŠb÷@Šbî‹i@ìbbîòŒbïå“Žïq@H@@ó óÜ@çbîóÜóàbà@òìòŠaí‚@ñóîòíŽï“àói@”ïÿ@

Zòìa‹ØM@@
ZãóØóîM@ISNçìa‹Ø@‡åóq@Šbî‹i@ìbbîòŒbïå“Žïq@H@@
Zãòìì†MIQT@@@@@ñòìóä‡åŽîí‚@ñòìó÷üi@çbïîaŠa†@ðïäa‹ Šbi@ŠóóÜ@ça†@ñ‡äóàaŒòŠ@üi@òìa‹Ø@póàíÙy@ñónaŠb÷@Šbî‹i@ìbbîòŒbïå“Žïq@H

Šaíš@ñó ‹iIói@òˆbàb÷@oŽî‹Ùi@üi@çbïàóØóîOãòWYNü‚ìbä@ñìò‹îóq@ñH 

ZãóéŽïM@IR@@@@@@@@çbîûˆaì@óØ@òìómóäìa‹Ø@óäaŠbnäbàóÜŠóq@ìó÷@ñónaŠb÷@ìòìíióä@a‡Žïm@ñbbîòŒbïå“Žïq@ðmóÜaìŠ@ðuŠóà@bbîòŒbïå“Žïq@H
OãóïŽï@ñó ‹iIói@òˆbàb÷@ç†‹ÙØbš@üi@òìì†‹ØXXNü‚ìbä@ñìò‹îóq@ñH 

ZãòŠaíšM@IQa‹Ø@póàíÙy@ñónaŠb÷@bbîòŒbïå“Žïq@H@@@ãóØóî@ñó ‹iI@ói@òˆbàb÷@‡äó¸ójîbm@ñóä‰ïÜ@ñòìóäìíiüØ@óÜ@çìíiò†bàb÷@üi@òì
OTRNü‚ìbä@ñìò‹îóq@ñH 

ZãóvåŽïqM@IV@@@@ñóä‰ïÜ@ì@ðmóîbØûŠó@ñónò†@ð’óiìbè@ñòìóäìíiüØ@óÜ@ãóØóî@ñòìóä‡åŽîí‚@üi@çìa‹Øò†bàb÷@Šbî‹i@ìbbîòŒbïå“ŽïqH
I@ñò††bà@ðŽïqói@ðîbbîWYNü‚ìbä@ñìò‹îóq@ñH 

’Zãó’óM@IR@@@@@@@@ñòìó÷üi@òìómóäìa‹Ø@çbàóÜŠóq@ñŠbiìŠbØ@ñónaŠb÷@Lçìa‹Ø@•óÙ“Žïq@ðiòŠóÈ@ðäbàŒói@óØ@bbîòŒbïå“ŽïqH
I@òŠbàˆ@çbn†ŠíØ@ðáŽîŠóè@óÜ@çbØóïïàŠóÐ@óäbàŒ@ñbbî@ðäbØóáØíy@ñbåióà@Šói@Lñ†ŠíØ@ðäbàŒ@Šó@óåŽîŠ†‹ŽïiŠòìV@ðÜb@ñHRPQTN 

ZãómìóyMIQ‹ÙmòŠ@bbîòŒbïå“Žïq@HI@ñò††bà@óÜ@ãóØóî@ñó ‹i@ðŽïqói@ðîbbî@ñóä‰ïÜ@çóîýóÜ@òìómòìaXPNü‚ìbä@ñìò‹îóq@ñH 

Zãón’óèM@IRNçbîŠóóÜ@ça†Šbî‹i@ì@ç‡äbäóÜóè@üi@çìa‹Øóä@ðîbbî@ñóä‰ïÜ@ñónaŠb÷@bn“Žïè@bbîòŒbïå“ŽïqH 

ZãóîüäM@IQåŽîí‚@üi@bn“Žïè@ìòìa‹Ø@ðîbbî@ñóä‰ŽïÜ@ñónaŠb÷@bbîòŒbïå“Žïq@HNòìómòìa‹Øóä@ðmóîbØûŠó@ñónaŠb÷@ãóØóî@ñòìóä‡ 

Zãóîò†M@IR@@@ãòŠaíš@ðÜí‚@óÜ@póàíÙy@a‡mòŠóåióÜ@ãłói@Lçìíia‹Ø@•óÙ“Žïq@çaŠbnäbàóÜŠóq@ðîbbî@ñòŠbàˆ@çóîýóÜ@bbîòŒbïå“Žïq@H
@üi@ìíi†‹Ø@ðäbîòìóä‡äaŠó @ñaìa†@ðàŠóÐ@ñìa‹íäói@ãóvåŽïq@ðÜí‚óÜ@ì@çìíi†‹Ø@ðäbàóÜŠóq@ñónaŠb÷@@@@@ðmóàíÙy@ñónaŠb÷@çbàóÜŠóq@óî

Nòìóä†‹Ø 

@@@@@@@@@@@ñŒbïå“ŽïqóÜ@òìó‚óîbi@ñìbšói@óØ@μäóîóiaŠ@ðäbmŽîŠói@ì@“ @ñaŠ@ói@óîòìó÷@óïîŠbÙåŽïÜüq@ãó÷@ñììŠóån‚óÜ@çbá“ï−bàb÷
@ç†‹ØóÜóàbà@óÜ@òìì†‹Ø@ü‚ìbä@ñìò‹îóq@ðäbØóáØíy@ñ‡äóibq@çbàü‚@ì@μäaìŠò†@çaŠbnäbàóÜŠóq@ñìa‹Ù’óÙ“Žïq@@ó óÜÿ@@@@ìbbî@ñŒbïå“Žïq

@@@@@@@@çbàóÜŠóq@ðïmóîbØûŠó@ì@çbØò‡äó¸ójîbm@óä‰ïÜ@ì@ðîbbî@ñŠbiìŠbØ@ñóä‰ïÜ@ÚŽîŠbu@óÜ@‹mbîŒ@çbäa†bbî@ñŒŠòì@ñìí“q@óÜ@ì@çbØòŠbî‹i
çbØbbîòŒbïå“Žïq@ðìíäòŠbš@ñòìóä†‹ÙïîþØóî@üi@òìì†‹Ø@çbáïäóèb÷ìbè@ìòìóäìíiüØN 
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@Zð“ïmìbàóÜŠóq@ðïmóîbØûŠó@Ûòì@@@a†óäłb‚@ãóÜ@ì@æîóÙi@ónaŠb÷@çb¹bØòŠbØ@ÚŽïnb÷@‡äóš@ŠóóÜ@óØ@òìbäa†@çb¹þq@çbn†ŠíØ@ðä
ZòìóåîóØò†@çbî‹šM 

ZãóØóîM@ó óÜ@çbº‡äòíîóq@ðä†‹Øìónq@ì@ðäóèb÷ìbè@üi@çb¹†‹ØŠbØ@ñŠbiŠóÿ@@@@@ðäóàìí−ó÷@ðäbØóïïäbn†ŠíØ@óäüïØa‹Ð@ñìaìóm
bï@ðÜìóè@óÜ@L×a‹ŽïÈ@ðäaŠóåŽîíä@@ói@æm‹ Šói@üi@ÛóîýóÜ@Lμiò†@ãaìò†Šói@çb¹bØóïîbbî@ì@ñŠìínò†@óÐbà@ðäbåŽïèŠbØói@ì@ð

@@@@@@@@@ðmóà‚@ñbbî@òˆû‹qI@Ûòì@μÜaŠ‡ïÐ@ðánï@ðäbØbàóåi@ì@çbØóïîŠìínò†@bŽîŠ@ói@ˆ†@óØ@ñóäbîbbîòŒbïå“Žïq@ìó÷@ðä†‹Ø‡äóóq
@@@@†bzïnï÷@ñb †a†@óÜ@”ïØóîýóÜ@LðäbØòíŽï’ìbè@ìHðäbnŠb’@@@@@@@@@@@ñónaŠb÷@ói@óäbîbàóåi@ìbŽîŠ@ìói@ˆ†@óØ@æîò†ò†@óäbîbbî@ìóÜ@óäbm@ñ

@@@@@óÜ@óØ@HðÜaŠ‡ïÐ@ðîaŠa†@ñ‹Žï ŠbØI@ñbbî@Ûòì@çìa‹åŽîŠórŽïm@âŽîŠóè@ðäbØóïîŠìínò†@òìaŠŒóàa†@ðmłóò†@ñòìóä†‹ÙàóØ@çbî@ñòìóåî‹@
@ðÜbRPQY@Nòìa‹Ø‡äóóq 

Zãòìì†M@@@ó óÜ@pbØìbè@çbn†ŠíØ@ðäbàóÜŠóqÿ@@@@@@@@@@ðä†‹ØŠóòŠbšóÜ@ðäóèb÷ìbè@ì@ñî‹Øóî@üi@çbØóïïbï@óäóîý@o“ @ðäa‡äbè
@@ñóû‹q@ì@çbØb ŽîŠbq@ðä†Ša‰jÜóè@üi@ñŠbØò†bàb÷@üi@çbïäa‡äbè@ì@âŽîŠóè@ñòìòŠò†@ðäbØóïïäbn†ŠíØ@óšìbä@ñìaìóm@ì@ÛíØŠóØ@ðäbØó“ŽïØ

“q@Lñ‡äòìbä@ðmóàíÙy@ðäóîýóÜ@ìaŠ‡ŽïÜŠbî‹i@ðïn“ @ðî‹ŽïàˆŠó@@@@@@ì@âŽîŠóè@ðmóàíÙy@çaíŽïäóÜ@ü ínÑ @ñò†Ša‰i@üi@ñü‚@ðïbï@ðäaíïn
@@@@@@@ðä†‹ÙàóèaŠóÐ@ì@çbïäbn†ŠíØ@ðî‡äòìòˆŠói@óÜ@çbØó“ŽïØ@ðÙîˆüÜ@ñŠóòŠbš@ì@Âäóìbè@ðäbníäa†@ñónaŠb÷@ói@ðÜaŠ‡ïÐ@ðmóàíÙy
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Appendix No. (2) 
The position and recommendations of the Kurdistan Parliament on the situation 

in Western Kurdistan 
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@ñŠûŒ@Šbu@Ûóî@ðØóîŒbiŠóè@óîó'@@
èÜ†@ðîóîbà@‡äóšŠó@óØ@ìíi@ð’üƒè@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ðîaìb÷ˆûŠ@ðäaíïn“q@üi@çìíi@Âäò†@Ûóî@çbàóÜŠóq@ðäbØóäüïØa‹Ð@ìíàóè@ìó÷@ãŠa†aíï
b‚äłóÙŽîŠ@ŠóóÜ@ñó@ðmójîbm@ói@çímìèÜìó@óàüØ@ãó÷@ðä‡äbnòì@üi@ðbàüÝjî†@ðäa‡ÿ@@@@@@@ó óÜ@Nòìa‹Ø@çbàóØóÜó @ñónaŠb÷@óØ@óîˆíØÿ@

ói@Žðšóä@çbmi@a‡’òìó÷èÝi@bïäì†@ìíàó@Üói@L@óïä@çbáØaŠü‚@ì@ìb÷@ñó“ŽïØI@çbn†ŠíØ@ñaìb÷ˆûŠ@óÜ@óáŽï÷@æŽï@@@@ì@ñ†aŒb÷@ñíåïm@ì@ð‹i@íÙ
BNH@æîŒa‹ÐŠó 

@
ó @óÜÿ@ŽîŠa† @
@
@ßbáØ@ça‡îìbuQUOQPORPQY @

@
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First: in Kurdish language:@
QM @õììŠóån‚QPQ@@@@@@@@L‹ŽïÜìóè@Lò†ŠòìŠóq@õ‹îŒòì@ŽîŠói@üi@òìa‹Ø@ôØóîóàbä@Lçbïä†‹ØŠóòŠbš@ìbåŽïqóÜ@ðîò†ŠòìŠóq@ônÐ‹ ì 

RPQTN 
RM ä‡åŽîí‚@ôäbØónÐ‹ I@õììŠ@óån‚@La†ŠóòŠbš@õaì†ói@çaŠó @ìłbi@ôQTP@@@@@õ‹îŒòì@ŽîŠói@üi@a†òìa‹Ø@ôØóîóàbä@óÜ@@LoÐ‹ @@H

@L‹ŽïÜìóè@Lłbi@ôä‡åŽîí‚RPQTN 
SM @L‹ŽïÜìóè@LŠóòŠbš@ì@oÐ‹ @La‡äbn†ŠíØ@ôáŽîŠóè@óÜ@ç‡åŽîí‚@óÜ@çbåŽïèŒaì@õò†Šbî†RPQTN 
TM @ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbØòŠbØ@ôä‡äbäóÜóè@ì@ôî‹Žî†ìbšLãóØóî@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@IVOQQORPQSMVOQQORPQTH@L‹ŽïÜìóè@LRPQTN 
U@M @ð’óiìbè@õŠbØçaíŽïä@@@@@@@@@L‹ŽïÜìóè@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôáŽîŠóè@óÜ@łbi@ôä‡åŽîí‚@ôäbØó Œò†íàa†@ì@ôäò†óà@õóÜóàüØ@ôäbØòìa‹ƒÙŽîŠ

RPQUN 
V@M @Lãòìì†@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbØòŠbØ@ôä‡äbäóÜóè@ì@ôî‹Žî†ìbšIQOYORPQTMRXORORPQU@L‹ŽïÜìóè@LHRPQUN@@
W@M I@LãóïŽï@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbØòŠbØ@ôä‡äbäóÜóè@ì@ôî‹Žî†ìbšQOSORPQUM@SQOXORPQU@L‹ŽïÜìóè@LHRPQUN@@
X@M I@LãòŠaíš@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbØòŠbØ@ôä‡äbäóÜóè@ì@ôî‹Žî†ìbšQOYORPQUM@QROQQORPQU‹ŽïÜìóè@LH@@LRPQUN@@
YM I@LãóvåŽïq@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbØòŠbØ@ôä‡äbäóÜóè@ì@ôî‹Žî†ìbšQOYORPQUMRYORORPQV@L@‹ŽïÜìóè@LHRPQVN@@
QPM @I@Lãó’ó’@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbØòŠbØ@ôä‡äbäóÜóè@ì@ôî‹Žî†ìbšQOSORPQVM@SQOXORPQV@L@‹ŽïÜìóè@LH

RPQVN@@
QQM äóÜóè@ì@ôî‹Žî†ìbšI@Lãómìóy@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbØòŠbØ@ôä‡äbQOYORPQVMRXORORPQW@L@‹ŽïÜìóè@LHRPQWN@@
QRM @L‹ŽïÜìóè@Lãón’óè@ômŠüqaŠ@Lòìóäbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbàa‡äó÷@õóäaìŠ@óÜ@çbàóÜŠóq@ôä†‹Ø@ñ‹Žî†ìbšRPQWN@@
QSM n‚b@ì@õ†ŠóŽïi@çaíŽïäóÜ@çbn†ŠíØ@ôáŽîŠóè@ôäaŠò‡äò†@õŠbàüm@L‹ŽïÜìóè@Lãóîüä@ômŠüqaŠ@L@a‡îŠbØóRPQWN@@
QT@M @I@Lãóîò†@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbØòŠbØ@ôä‡äbäóÜóè@ì@ôî‹Žî†ìbšQOSORPQWM@QUOQQORPQW@LôäbáŽïÝ@LH

RPQWN 
QUM @LôäbáŽïÝ@Ló¡óÜóè@ì@ôäbáŽïÝ@ôäbØb ŽîŠbq@óÜ@ðîó“ïq@ôä‡åŽîí‚@ð’ìòŠRPQWN 
QV@M Ø@çaíŽïäóÜ@ôàíÙybä@ôä‡åŽîí‚@LôäbáŽïÝ@La‡ïäb ŠŒbi@ì@ônïÜaíRPQWN 
QW@M @I@Lãóèòäbî@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbØòŠbØ@ôä‡äbäóÜóè@ì@ôî‹Žî†ìbšVOQQORPQWM@VOSORPQX@L‹ŽïÜìóè@LH

RPQXN@@
QX@M @@@@@@I@Lãóèòäaì†@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbØòŠbØ@ôä‡äbäóÜóè@ì@ôî‹Žî†ìbšVOSORPQXM@VOQQORPQX@ìóè@LH@L‹ŽïÜ

RPQXN@@
QYM nÐ‹ @ì@ñŠbåÜb÷@ãò†ŠóióÜ@ò†ŠòìŠóqô@a†ìa‹ØóäòŠbš@L‹ŽïÜìóè@LRPQYN@@
RPM łbi@ôä‡åŽîí‚@nÐ‹ @ì@ñŠbåÜb÷@ãò†ŠóióÜô@a†ìa‹ØóäòŠbš@L‹ŽïÜìóè@LRPQYN@@
RQM @ômŠüqaŠ@@@@çbn†ŠíØ@ðäbàóÜŠóq@ðàóvåŽïq@ðÜí‚@ðä†Ša‰jÜóè@üi@ñ‹Žî†ìbš@@@@@@LôäbáŽïÝ@Lpójîbm@ôäa‡äò†@LãóØóî@ômŠüqaŠ@L

RPQXN 
RRM @ômŠüqaŠçbn†ŠíØ@ðäbàóÜŠóq@ðàóvåŽïq@ðÜí‚@ðä†Ša‰jÜóè@üi@ñ‹Žî†ìbš@LôäbáŽïÝ@Lôn“ @ôäa‡äò†@Lãòìì†@ômŠüqaŠ@LRPQXN 
RSM @@@@@I@Lãóèòäbï@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôàòŠaíš@¶í‚@ôäbØòŠbØ@üi@ÚŽïä‡äbäóÜóèVOQQORPQSMVOQQORPQX@LH

@L‹ŽïÜìóèRPQYN 
RT@M @ì@ôî‹Žî†ìbš@ñòˆû‹q@@@@@I@LãóvåŽïq@¶í‚@óÜ@ãóØóî@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbØòŠbØ@ôä‡äbäóÜóèVOQQORPQXM

SQOXORPQY@L‹ŽïÜìóè@LHRPQYN 
RU@M @@@@@@@@I@LãóvåŽïq@¶í‚@óÜ@ãòìì†@ômŠüqaŠ@Lçbn†ŠíØ@ôäbàóÜŠóq@ôäbØòŠbØ@ôä‡äbäóÜóè@ì@ôî‹Žî†ìbš@ñòˆû‹qQOYORPQYM

RYORORPRP@L‹ŽïÜìóè@LHRPRPN 
@
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Second: in Arabic language 
QM @Lßìýa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@Lçbn†ŠíØ@çb¾‹i@ßbáÈa@âïÕmì@ójÔa‹àIVOQQORPQSMVOQQORPQTH@LÞïiŠa@LRPQTN 
RM LðäbrÜa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@Lçbn†ŠíØ@çb¾‹i@ßbáÈa@âïÕmì@ójÔa‹àIQOYORPQTMRXORORPQU@LÞïiŠa@LHRPQUN@@
SM@LsÜbrÜa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@Lçbn†ŠíØ@çb¾‹i@ßbáÈa@âïÕmì@ójÔa‹àIQOSORPQUM@SQOXORPQU@LÞïiŠa@LHRPQUN@@
TM @LÊia‹Üa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@Lçbn†ŠíØ@çb¾‹i@ßbáÈa@âïÕmì@ójÔa‹àIQOYORPQUM@QROQQORPQU@L@ÞïiŠa@LHRPQUN@@
UM @Làb©a@‹î‹ÕnÜa@Lçbn†ŠíØ@çb¾‹i@ßbáÈa@âïÕmì@ójÔa‹àIQOYORPQUMRYORORPQV@L@ÞïiŠa@LHRPQVN@@
VM L‘†bÜa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@Lçbn†ŠíØ@çb¾‹i@ßbáÈa@âïÕmì@ójÔa‹à@IQOSORPQVM@SQOXORPQV@L@ÞïiŠa@LHRPQVN@@
WM @LÊibÜa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@Lçbn†ŠíØ@çb¾‹i@ßbáÈa@âïÕmì@ójÔa‹àIQOYORPQVMRXORORPQW@L@ÞïiŠa@LHRPQWN@@
XM @óibÔ‹ÜaÈçbn†ŠíØ@çb¾‹i@laíä@‹Åä@êuì@æà@çb¾Üa@ðÝ@LæàbrÜa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@L@L@ÞïiŠaRPQWN@@
YM @çbn†ŠíØ@âïÝÔa@À@μj‚båÜa@Þvýaì@öbÕåÜa@μi@LÊbnÜa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@L@ßbïny@L@ÞïiŠaRPQWN@@
QPM @L‹’bÉÜa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@Lçbn†ŠíØ@çb¾‹i@ßbáÈa@âïÕmì@ójÔa‹àIQOSORPQWM@QUOQQORPQW@LóïäbáïÝÜa@LHRPQWN@@
QQM @L‹“È@ñ†b¨a@‹î‹ÕnÜa@Lçbn†ŠíØ@çb¾‹i@ßbáÈa@âïÕmì@ójÔa‹àIVOQQORPQWM@VOSORPQX@L@ÞïiŠa@LHRPQXN@@
QRM †ŠíØ@çb¾‹i@ßbáÈa@âïÕmì@ójÔa‹à@L‹“È@ðäbrÜa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@LçbnIVOSORPQXM@VOQQORPQX@L@ÞïiŠa@LHRPQXN 
QSM çbn†ŠíØ@çbàÜ@óàb©a@òŠì‡Üa@pbibƒnäa@ðÝÈ@óibÔa‹Üa@‹î‹Õm@LóïäbáïÝÜa@L™b©a@oîí—nÜa@Lßìýa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@LRPQXN@@
QTM çbn†ŠíØ@çbàÜ@óàb©a@òŠì‡Üa@pbibƒnäa@ðÝÈ@óibÔa‹Üa@‹î‹ÕmÜa@oîí—nÜa@LðäbrÜa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@L@LóïäbáïÝÜa@LãbÉRPQXN@@
QUM @L‹“È@óqþrÜa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@Lçbn†ŠíØ@çb¾Ü@óÉia‹Üa@òŠì‡Üa@ßbáÈa@âïÕmIVOQQORPQSMVOQQORPQX@L@ÞïiŠa@LHRPQYN 
QVM @L@Lóàb©a@òŠì‡ÝÜ@ßìýa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@Lçbn†ŠíØ@çb¾‹i@ßbáÈa@âïÕmì@ójÔa‹àIVOQQORPQXMSQOXORPQYH@L@ÞïiŠa@LRPQYN 
QWM @çb¾‹i@ßbáÈa@âïÕmì@ójÔa‹à@L@Lóàb©a@òŠì‡ÝÜ@ðäbrÜa@‹î‹ÕnÜa@Lçbn†ŠíØIQOPYORPQYMRYOPRORPRPH@L@ÞïiŠa@LRPRPN@@

@
 Third: In English 

1- Monitoring and Evaluating, For the Kurdistan Parliaments Work, The first report,(6/11/2014-6/11/2014), 
Erbil, 2014. 

2- Monitoring and Evaluating, For the Kurdistan Parliaments Work, Second report, (1/9/2014-28/2/2015), 
Erbil, 2015. 

3- Monitoring and Evaluating, For the Kurdistan Parliaments Work, Third Report, (1/3/2015-31/8/2015), 
Erbil, 2015. 

4- Monitoring and Evaluating, For the Kurdistan Parliaments Work, Fourth Report, (1/9/2015-12/11/2015), 
Erbil,2015. 

5- Monitoring and Evaluating, For the Kurdistan Parliaments Work, Fifth report, (1/9/2015-29/2/2016), 
Erbil,2016. 

6- Monitoring and Evaluating, For the Kurdistan Parliaments Work, Sixth Report, (1/3/2016-31/8/2016), 
Erbil,2016. 

7- Monitoring and Evaluating, For the Kurdistan Parliaments Work, Seventh Report, (1/9/2016-28/2/2017), 
Erbil,2017. 

8- Monitoring parliament by members in kurdistan Parliament, Eighth report, Erbil,2017. 
9- Voters Registration Records between Transparency and Fraud, , Ninth Report, Erbil,2017. 
10-  Monitoring parliament by members in kurdistan Parliament, Tenth report, (1/3/2017-15/11/2017), 

Sulaymaniyah,2017. 
11- Monitoring and Evaluating, For the Kurdistan Parliaments Work, Eleventh report, (6/11/2017-6/3/2018), 

Erbil,2018. 
12- Monitoring and Evaluating, For the Kurdistan Parliaments Work, Twelfth report, (6/3/2018-6/11/2018), 

Erbil,2018. 
13- Monitoring Report on The Fifth Session of the Parliament of Kurdistan, , first report, Sulaymaniyah,2018. 
14- Monitoring Report on The Fifth Session of the Parliament of Kurdistan, , Second report, 

Sulaymaniyah,2018. 
15- Monitoring and Evaluating, For the Kurdistan Parliaments Work, Thirteenth report, (6/11/2013-6/11/2018), 

Erbil, 2019. 
16- Monitoring and Evaluating, For the Kurdistan Parliaments Work, The first report,(6/11/2018-31/8/2019), 

Erbil, 2019. 
17- Monitoring and Evaluating, For the Kurdistan Parliaments Work, The second report,(1/9/2019-29/2/2020), 

Erbil, 2020. 
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